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Abstract
Dinatural transformations, which generalise the ubiquitous natural transformations to the case where the
domain and codomain functors are of mixed variance, fail to compose in general; this has been known since
they were discovered by Dubuc and Street in 1970. Many ad hoc solutions to this remarkable shortcoming
have been found, but a general theory of compositionality was missing until Petric´, in 2003, introduced the
concept of g-dinatural transformations, that is, dinatural transformations together with an appropriate graph:
he showed how acyclicity of the composite graph of two arbitrary dinatural transformations is a sufficient and
essentially necessary condition for the composite transformation to be in turn dinatural. Here we propose
an alternative, semantic rather than syntactic, proof of Petric´’s theorem, which the authors independently
rediscovered with no knowledge of its prior existence; we then use it to define a generalised functor category,
whose objects are functors of mixed variance in many variables, and whose morphisms are transformations
that happen to be dinatural only in some of their variables.
We also define a notion of horizontal composition for dinatural transformations, extending the well-
known version for natural transformations, and prove it is associative and unitary. Horizontal composition
embodies substitution of functors into transformations and vice-versa, and is intuitively reflected from the
string-diagram point of view by substitution of graphs into graphs.
This work represents the first, fundamental steps towards a substitution calculus for dinatural transform-
ations as sought originally by Kelly, with the intention then to apply it to describe coherence problems
abstractly. There are still fundamental difficulties that are yet to be overcome in order to achieve such a
calculus, and these will be the subject of future work; however, our contribution places us well in track on
the path traced by Kelly towards a calculus of substitution for dinatural transformations.
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1. Introduction
The problem of coherence for a certain theory (like monoidal, monoidal closed. . . ) consists in under-
standing which diagrams necessarily commute as a consequence of the axioms. One of the most famous
results is Mac Lane’s theorem on coherence for monoidal categories [21]: every diagram built up only using
associators and unitors, which are the data that come with the definition of monoidal category, commutes.
✩
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One of the consequences of this fact is that every monoidal category is monoidally equivalent to a strict mon-
oidal category, where associators and unitors are, in fact, identities. What this tells us is that those operations
that one would like to regard as not important–such as the associators and unitors etc–really are not import-
ant. Solving the coherence problem for a theory, therefore, is fundamental to the complete understanding of
the theory itself.
In this article we aim to set down the foundations for the answer to an open question left by Kelly in his
task to study the coherence problem abstractly, started with [16, 17]. Kelly argued that coherence problems
are concernedwith categories carrying an extra structure: a collection of functors and natural transformations
subject to various equational axioms. For example, in a monoidal category A we have ⊗ : A
2
→ A, I : A
0
→
A; if A is also closed then we would have a functor of mixed variance (−) ⇒ (−) : A
op
×A → A. The natural
transformations that are part of the data, like associativity in the monoidal case:
αA,B,C : (A ⊗ B) ⊗ C → A ⊗ (B ⊗ C),
connect not the basic functors directly, but rather functors obtained from them by iterated substitution. By
“substitution” we mean the process where, given functors
K : A × Bop × C → D, F : E ×G → A, G : H × Lop → B, H : Mop → C
we obtain the new functor
K(F,G
op
,H) : E ×G ×H
op
× L ×M
op
→ D
sending (A, B,C,D, E) to K(F(A, B),G
op
(C,D),H(E)). Hence substitution generalises composition of func-
tors, to which it reduces if we only consider one-variable functors. In the same way, the equational axioms
for the structure, like the pentagonal axiom for monoidal categories:
(A ⊗ B) ⊗ (C ⊗ D)
(
(A ⊗ B) ⊗C
)
⊗ D A ⊗
(
B ⊗ (C ⊗ D)
)
(
A ⊗ (B ⊗C)
)
⊗ D A ⊗
(
(B ⊗C) ⊗ D
)
αA,B,C⊗DαA⊗B,C,D
αA,B,C⊗D
αA,B⊗C,D
A⊗αB,C,D
involve natural transformations obtained from the basic ones by “substituting functors into them and them
into functors”, like αA⊗B,C,D and αA,B,C ⊗ D above.
By substitution of functors into transformations and transformations into functors we mean therefore
a generalised whiskering operation or, more broadly, a generalised horizontal composition of transforma-
tions. For these reasons Kelly argued in [17] that an abstract theory of coherence requires “a tidy calculus
of substitution” for functors of many variables and appropriately general kinds of natural transformations,
generalising the usual Godement calculus [10, Appendice] for ordinary functors in one variable and ordinary
natural transformations. (The “five rules of the functorial calculus” set down by Godement are in fact equi-
valent to saying that sequential composition of functors and vertical and horizontal composition of natural
transformations are associative, unitary and satisfy the usual interchange law; see [33, Introduction] for more
details.)
One could ask why bother introducing the notion of substitution, given that it is not primitive, as the
functor K(F,Gop,H) above can be easily seen to be the usual composite K ◦ (F ×Gop×H). Kelly’s argument
is that there is no need to consider functors whose codomain is a product of categories, like F × G
op
× H,
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or the twisting functor T (A, B) = (B, A), or the diagonal functor ∆ : A → A × A given by ∆(A) = (A, A),
if we consider substitution as an operation on its own. However, take a Cartesian closed category A, and
consider the diagonal transformation δA : A → A× A, the symmetry γA,B : A× B → B×A and the evaluation
transformation evalA,B : A × (A ⇒ B) → B. It is true that we can see δ and γ as transformations idA → ∆
and × → × ◦ T , but there is no way to involve ∆ into the codomain of eval, given that the variable A appears
covariantly and contravariantly at once. Kelly suggested adapting the notion of graph for extranatural
transformations that he had introduced with Eilenberg [6] to handle the case of natural transformations; that
is, he proposed to consider natural transformations ϕ : F → G between functors of many variables together
with a graph Γ(ϕ) that tells us which arguments of F andG are to be equated when we write down the general
component of ϕ. The information carried by the graph is what allows us to get by without explicit mention
of functors like T and ∆ and, moreover, it paves the way to the substitution calculus he sought.
With the notion of “graph of a natural transformation”, Kelly constructed a full Godement calculus for
covariant functors only. His starting point was the observation that the usual Godement calculus essentially
asserts thatCat is a 2-category, but this is saying less than saying thatCat is actually Cartesian closed, −×B
having a right adjoint [B,−] where [B,C] is the functor category. Since every Cartesian closed category is
enriched over itself, we have that Cat is a Cat-category, which is just another way to say 2-category. Now,
vertical composition of natural transformations is embodied in [B,C], but sequential composition of functors
and horizontal composition of natural transformations are embodied in the functor
M : [B,C] × [A,B] → [A,C]
given by the closed structure (using the adjunction and the evaluationmap twice). What Kelly does, therefore,
is to create a generalised functor category {B,C} over a category of graphs P and to show that the functor
{−,−} is the internal-hom of Cat P, which is then monoidal closed (in fact, far from being Cartesian or even
symmetric), the left adjoint of {B,−} being denoted as − ◦B. The analogue of the M above, now of the form
{B,C} ◦ {A,B} → {A,C}, is what provides the desired substitution calculus.
When trying to deal with the mixed-variance case, however, Kelly ran into problems. He considered the
every-variable-twice extranatural transformations of [6] and, although he got “tantalizingly close”, to use his
words, to a sensible calculus, he could not find a way to define a category of graphs that can handle cycles
in a proper way. This is the reason for the “I” in the title Many-Variable Functorial Calculus, I of [17]: he
hoped to solve these issues in a future paper, which sadly has never seen the light of day.
What we do in this article is, in fact, consider transformations between mixed-variance functors whose
type is even more general than Eilenberg and Kelly’s, corresponding to G
∗
in [17], recognising that they are a
straightforward generalisation of dinatural transformations [5] in many variables. This poses an immediate,
major obstacle: dinatural transformations notoriously fail to compose, as already observed by Dubuc and
Street when they introduced them in 1970. There are certain conditions, known already to their discoverers,
under which two dinatural transformationsϕ and ψ compose: if either of them is natural, or if a certain square
happens to be a pullback or a pushout, then the composite ψ ◦ϕ turns out to be dinatural. However, these are
far from being satisfactory solutions for the compositionality problem, for either they are too restrictive (as in
the first case), or they speak of properties enjoyed not by ϕ and ψ themselves, but rather by other structures,
namely one of the functors involved. Many studies have been conducted about them [1, 2, 7, 8, 20, 25, 27, 30,
31, 35, 36], and many attempts have been made to find a proper calculus for dinatural transformations, but
until recently only ad hoc solutions have been found and, ultimately, they have remained poorly understood.
In 2003, Petric´ [29] studied coherence result for bicartesian closed categories, and found himself in
need, much like Kelly in his more general case, of understanding the compositionality properties of g-
dinatural transformations, which are slightly more general dinatural transformations than those of Dubuc
and Street [5] in what their domain and codomain functors are allowed to have different variance and,
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moreover, they always come with a graph (whence the “g” in “g-dinatural”) which reflects their signature.
Petric´ successfully managed to find a sufficient and essentially necessary condition for two consecutive g-
dinatural transformations ϕ and ψ to compose: if the composite graph, obtained by appropriately “glueing”
together the graphs of ϕ and ψ, is acyclic, then ψ ◦ ϕ is again g-dinatural. This result, which effectively
solves the compositionality problem of dinatural transformations, surprisingly does not appear to be well
known: fifteen years after Petric´’s paper, the authors of the present article, completely oblivious to Petric´’s
contribution, independently re-discovered the same theorem, which was one of the results of [24] and of the
second author’s PhD thesis [33]2. We, too, associated to each dinatural transformation a graph, inspired by
Kelly’s work of [17], such graph being slightly different from Petric´’s; we also proved that acyclicity of the
composite graph of ϕ and ψ is “essentially enough” for ψ ◦ ϕ to be dinatural. The proof of our and Petric´’s
theorem are, deep down, following the same argument, but the main difference is in the approach we took
to formalise it: Petric´’s went purely syntactic, using re-writing rules to show how the arbitrary morphism of
the universal quantification of the dinaturality property for ψ ◦ ϕ can “travel through the composite graph”
when the graph is acyclic, whereas we showed this by interpreting the composite graph as a Petri Net [28]
and re-casting the dinaturality property of ψ ◦ ϕ into a reachability problem. We then proceeded to solve it
by exploiting the general theory of Petri Nets: in other words, we took a more semantic approach.
Because of this appreciable difference of Petric´’s and our proof of the compositionality result for dinat-
ural transformations, we believe it is worth presenting in this paper our theorem despite the non-novelty of
its statement; moreover, we give here a more direct proof for it than the one in [24]: this is done in Section 2.
In Section 3, we define a working notion of horizontal composition, that we believe will play the role of
substitution of dinaturals into dinaturals, precisely as horizontal composition of natural transformation does,
as shown by Kelly in [17]. Next, we form a generalised functor category {B,C} for these transformations
(Definition 4.11). Finally, we prove that {B,−} has indeed a left adjoint −◦B, which gives us the definition of
a category of formal substitutionsA◦B generalising Kelly’s one. Although the road paved by Kelly towards
a substitution calculus for dinatural transformations still stretches a long way, our work sets the first steps in
the right direction for a full understanding of the compositionality properties of dinaturals, which hopefully
will be achieved soon.
Notations. N is the set of natural numbers, including 0, and we shall ambiguously write n for both the
natural number n and the set {1, . . . , n}. We denote by I the category with one object and one morphism. Let
α ∈ List{+,−}, |α| = n, with |−| denoting the length function (and also the cardinality of an ordinary finite
set). We refer to the i-th element of α as αi. Given a categoryC, if n ≥ 1, then we defineC
α
= C
α1 ×· · ·×C
αn ,
with C+ = C and C− = Cop, otherwise Cα = I.
Composition of morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C will be denoted by g ◦ f , g f or also f ; g. The
identity morphism of an object A will be denoted by idA, 1A (possibly without subscripts, if there is no risk
of confusion), or A itself. Given A, B and C objects of a category C with coproducts, and given f : A → C
and g : B → C, we denote by [ f , g] : A + B → C the unique map granted by the universal property of +.
We use boldface capital letters A, B . . . for tuples of objects, whose length will be specified in context.
Say A = (A1, . . . , An) ∈ C
n: we can see A as a function from the set n to the objects of C. If σ : k → n is a
function of sets, the composite Aσ is the tuple (Aσ1, . . . , Aσk). For B ∈ C
n
and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we denote by
B[X/i] the tuple obtained from B by replacing its i-th entry with X, and by B[·/i] the tuple obtained from B
2
We also presented our result as novel in various occasions, including in a plenary talk at the Category Theory conference in
Edinburgh in 2019, yet nobody redirected us to Petric´’s paper, which we found by chance only in September 2019.
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by removing its i-th entry altogether. In particular, the tuple A[X/i]σ is equal to (Y1, . . . , Yk) where
Y j =

X σ j = i
Aσ j σ j , i
.
Let α ∈ List{+,−}, A = (A1, . . . , An), σ : |α| → n, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We shall write A[X, Y/i]σ for the tuple
(Z1, . . . , Z|α|) where
Z j =

X σ j = i, α j = −
Y σ j = i, α j = +
Aσ j σ j , i
We shall also write B[A/i] for the tuple obtained from B by substituting A into its i-th entry. For example,
if A = (A1, . . . , An) and B = (B1, . . . , Bm), we have
B[A/i] = (B1, . . . , Bi−1, A1, . . .An, Bi+1, . . . Bm).
If F : Bα → C is a functor, we define F(Ai | Bi)i∈|α| to be the following object (if Ai, Bi are objects) or
morphism (if they are morphisms) of C:
F(Ai | Bi)i∈|α| = F(X1, . . . , X|α|) where Xi =

Ai αi = −
Bi αi = +
If Ai = A and Bi = B for all i ∈ |α|, then we will simply write F(A | B) for the above.
We denote by α the list obtained from α by swapping the signs. Also, we call F
op
: B
α
→ C
op
the
opposite functor, which is the obvious functor that acts like F between opposite categories.
2. Vertical compositionality of dinatural transformations
We begin by introducing the notion of transformation between two functors of arbitrary variance and
arity, which is simply a family of morphisms that does not have to satisfy any naturality condition. (This
simple idea is, unsurprisingly, not new: it appears, for example, in [32].) A transformation comes equipped
with a cospan in FinSet that tells us which variables of the functors involved are to be equated to each other
in order to write down the general component of the family of morphisms.
Definition 2.1. Let α, β ∈ List{+,−}, F : B
α
→ C, G : B
β
→ C be functors. A transformation ϕ : F → G of
type |α| n |β|
σ τ
(with n a positive integer) is a family of morphisms in C
(
ϕA : F(Aσ) → G(Aτ)
)
A∈B
n
(i.e., according to our notations, a family ϕA1,...,An : F(Aσ1, . . . , Aσ|α|) → G(Aτ1, . . . , Aτ|β|)). Notice that σ and
τ need not be injected or surjective, so we may have repeated or unused variables.
Given another transformation ϕ′ : F′ → G′ of type |α| n |β|
σ
′
τ
′
, we say that
ϕ ∼ ϕ
′
if and only if there exists π : n → n permutation such that

σ
′
= πσ
τ
′
= πτ
ϕ
′
A = ϕAπ
.
∼ so defined is an equivalence relation and we denote by [ϕ] the equivalence class of ϕ.
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Remark 2.2. Two transformations are equivalent precisely when they differ only by a permutation of the
indices in the cospan describing their type: they are “essentially the same”. For this reason, from now on we
shall drop an explicit reference to the equivalence class [ϕ] and just reason with the representative ϕ, except
when defining new operations on transformations, like the vertical composition below.
Definition 2.3. Let ϕ : F → G be a transformation as in Definition 2.1, let H : B
γ
→ C be a functor and
ψ : G → H a transformation of type |β| m |γ|
η θ
. The vertical composition [ψ] ◦ [ϕ] is defined as the
equivalence class of the transformation ψ ◦ ϕ of type |α| l |γ|
ζσ ξθ
, where ζ, ξ and l are given by a choice
of a pushout
|γ|
|β| m
|α| n l
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
(1)
and the general component (ψ ◦ ϕ)A, for A ∈ B
l
, is the composite:
F(Aζσ) G(Aζτ) = G(Aξη) H(Aξθ)
ϕAζ ψAξ
.
(Notice that by definition ϕAζ = ϕ(Aζ1 ,...,Aζn) requires that the i-th variable of F be the σi-th element of the list
(Aζ1, . . . , Aζn) = Aζ, which is Aζσi, hence the domain of ϕAζ is indeed F(Aζσ).)
Before giving some examples, we introduce the definition of dinaturality of a transformation in one of
its variables, as a straightforward generalisation of the classical notion of dinatural transformation in one
variable. Recall from p. 5 the meaning of the notation A[X, Y/i]σ for A ∈ B
n
, σ : |α| → n and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 2.4. Let ϕ = (ϕA1,...,An) : F → G be a transformation as in Definition 2.1. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
we say that ϕ is dinatural in Ai (or, more precisely, dinatural in its i-th variable) if and only if for all
A1, . . . , Ai−1, Ai+1, . . . , An objects of B and for all f : A → B in B the following hexagon commutes:
F(A[A/i]σ) G(A[A/i]τ)
F(A[B, A/i]σ) G(A[A, B/i]τ)
F(A[B/i]σ) G(A[B/i]τ)
ϕA[A/i]
G(A[A, f /i]τ)F(A[ f ,A/i]σ)
F(A[B, f /σ])
ϕA[B/i]
G(A[ f ,B/i]τ)
where A is the n-tuple (A1, . . . , An) of the objects above with an additional (unused in this definition) object
Ai of B.
Definition 2.4 reduces to the well-known notion of dinatural transformation when α = β = [−,+] and
n = 1. Our generalisation allows multiple variables at once and the possibility for F and G of having an
arbitrary number of copies of B and Bop in their domain, for each variable i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Example 2.5. Let C be a cartesian category. The diagonal transformation δ = (δA : A → A × A)A∈C, clas-
sically a natural transformation from idC to the diagonal functor, can be equivalently seen in our notations
as a transformation δ : idC → × of type 1 1 2. Of course δ is dinatural (in fact, natural) in its only
variable.
Example 2.6. Let C be a cartesian closed category and consider the functor
C × C
op
× C C
(X, Y, Z) X × (Y ⇒ Z)
T
The evaluation eval =
(
evalA,B : A × (A ⇒ B) → B
)
A,B∈C
: T → idC is a transformation of type
3 2 1
1 1 1
2 2
3
which is dinatural in both its variables.
Example 2.7. Let C be any category, and call HomC : C
op
× C → Set the hom-functor of C. The n-th
numeral [5], for n ∈ N, is the transformation n : HomC → HomC of type 2 1 2 whose general
component nA : C(A, A) → C(A, A) is given, for A ∈ C and g : A → A, by
nA(g) = g
n
,
with 0A(g) = idA. Then n is dinatural because for all f : A → B the following hexagon commutes:
C(B, B) C(B, B)
C(B, A) C(A, B)
C(A, A) C(A, A)
nB
−◦ ff◦−
−◦ f
nA
f◦−
It is indeed true that for h : B → A, ( f ◦ h)
n
◦ f = f ◦ (h ◦ f )
n
: for n = 0 it follows from the identity axiom;
for n ≥ 1 it is a consequence of associativity of composition.
The graph of a transformation. Given a transformation ϕ, we now define a graph that reflects its signature,
which we shall use to prove our version of Petric´’s theorem on compositionality of dinatural transforma-
tions [29]. This graph is, as a matter of fact, a string diagram for the transformation. String diagrams were
introduced by Eilenberg and Kelly in [6] (indeed our graphs are inspired by theirs) and have had a great
success in the study of coherence problems ([18, 21]) and monoidal categories in general ([14, 15], a nice
survey can be found in [34]).
Definition 2.8. Let F : Bα → C and G : Bβ → C be functors, and let ϕ : F → G be a transformation of
type |α| n |β|
σ τ
. We define its standard graph Γ(ϕ) = (P, T, •(−), (−)•) as a directed, bipartite graph as
follows:
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• P = |α| + |β| and T = n are distinct finite sets of vertices;
• •(−), (−)• : T → P(P) are the input and output functions for elements in T : there is an arc from p ∈ P
to t ∈ T if and only if p ∈ •t, and there is an arc from t to p if and only if p ∈ t•. Indicating with
ι|α| : |α| → P and ι|β| : |β| → P the injections defined as follows:
ι|α|(x) = x, ι|β|(x) = |α| + x,
we have:
•t = {ι|α|(p) | σ(p) = t, αp = +} ∪ {ι|β|(p) | τ(p) = t, βp = −}
t• = {ι|α|(p) | σ(p) = t, αp = −} ∪ {ι|β|(p) | τ(p) = t, βp = +}
In other words, elements of P correspond to the arguments of F and G, while those of T to the variables of
ϕ. For t ∈ T , its inputs are the covariant arguments of F and the contravariant arguments of G which are
mapped by σ and τ to t; similarly for its outputs (swapping ‘covariant’ and ‘contravariant’).
Graphically, we draw elements of P as white or grey boxes (if corresponding to a covariant or contrav-
ariant argument of a functor, respectively), and elements of T as black squares. The boxes for the domain
functor are drawn at the top, while those for the codomain at the bottom; the black squares in the middle.
The graphs of the transformations given in examples 2.5-2.7 are the following:
• δ = (δA : A → A × A)A∈C (example 2.5):
• eval =
(
evalA,B : A × (A ⇒ B) → B
)
A,B∈C
(example 2.6):
• n = (nA : C(A, A) → C(A, A))A∈C (example 2.7):
Remark 2.9. Each connected component of Γ(ϕ) corresponds to one variable of ϕ: the arguments of the
domain and codomain of ϕ corresponding to (white, grey) boxes belonging to the same connected component
are all computed on the same object, when we write down the general component of ϕ.
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This graphical counterpart of a transformation ϕ : F → G permits us to represent, in an informal fashion,
the dinaturality properties of ϕ. By writing inside a box a morphism f and reading a graph from top to
bottom as “compute F in the morphisms as they are written in its corresponding boxes, compose that with
an appropriate component of ϕ, and compose that with G computed in the morphisms as they are written
in its boxes (treating an empty box as an identity)”, we can express the commutativity of a dinaturality
diagram as an informal equation of graphs. (We shall make this precise in Proposition 2.22.) For instance,
the dinaturality of examples 2.5-2.7 can be depicted as follows, where the upper leg of the diagrams are the
left-hand sides of the equations:
• δ = (δA : A → A × A)A∈C (example 2.5):
A B
A × A B × B
f
δA δB
f× f
f
=
f f
• eval =
(
evalA,B : A × (A ⇒ B) → B
)
A,B∈C
(example 2.6):
A × (A
′
⇒ B) A
′
× (A
′
⇒ B)
A × (A ⇒ B) B
f×(1⇒1)
1×( f⇒1) evalA′ ,B
evalA,B
f
=
f
A × (A⇒ B) A × (A ⇒ B
′
)
B B
′
1×(1⇒g)
evalA,B
eval
A,B
′
g
g
=
g
• n = (nA : C(A, A) → C(A, A))A∈C (example 2.7):
C(B, B) C(B, B)
C(B, A) C(A, B)
C(A, A) C(A, A)
nB
C( f ,1)C(1, f )
C( f ,1)
nA
C(1, f )
f
f
=
f
f
All in all, the dinaturality condition becomes, in graphical terms, as follows: ϕ is dinatural if and only if
having in Γ(ϕ) one f in all white boxes at the top and grey boxes at the bottom is the same as having one f
in all grey boxes at the top and white boxes at the bottom.
Not only does Γ(ϕ) give an intuitive representation of the dinaturality properties of ϕ, but also of the
process of composition of transformations. Given two transformations ϕ : F → G and ψ : G → H as in
Definition 2.3, the act of computing the pushout (1) corresponds to “glueing together” Γ(ϕ) and Γ(ψ) along
the boxes corresponding to the functorG (more precisely, one takes the disjoint union of Γ(ϕ) and Γ(ψ) and
then identifies the G-boxes), obtaining a composite graph which we will call Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ). The number of
its connected components is, indeed, the result of the pushout. That being done, Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) is obtained by
collapsing each connected component of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) into a single black square together with the F- and
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H-boxes. The following example shows this process. The graph Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) will play a crucial role into the
compositionality problem of ψ ◦ ϕ.
Example 2.10. Suppose that C is cartesian closed, fix an object R in C, consider functors
C × C
op
C
(A, B) A × (B ⇒ R)
F
C × C × C
op
C
(A, B,C) A × B × (C ⇒ R)
G
C C
A A × R
H
and transformations ϕ = δ × id(−)⇒R : F → G and ψ = idC ×eval(−),R : G → H of types, respectively,
2 2 3
1 1 1
2 2 2
3
σ τ
and
3 2 1
1 1 1
2 2
3
η θ
so that
ϕA,B = δA × idB⇒R : F(A, B)→ G(A, A, B), ψA,B = idA ×evalB,R : G(A, B, B)→ H(A).
Then ψ ◦ ϕ has type 2 1 1 and Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is:
The two upper boxes at the top correspond to the arguments of F, the three in the middle to the arguments
of G, and the bottom one to the only argument of H. This is a connected graph (indeed, ψ ◦ ϕ depends
only on one variable) and by collapsing it into a single black box we obtain Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) as it is according to
Definition 2.8:
We have that ψ ◦ ϕ is a dinatural transformation. (This is one of the transformations studied by Girard,
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Scedrov and Scott in [8].) The following string-diagrammatic argument proves that:
f
= f f = f
f
= f
f
=
f
f
The first equation is due to dinaturality of ϕ in its first variable; the second to dinaturality of ψ in its first
variable; the third to dinaturality of ψ in its second variable; the fourth equation holds by dinaturality of ϕ in
its second variable.
The string-diagrammatic argument above is the essence of our proof of Petric´’s theorem: we will interpret
Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ), for arbitrary transformations ϕ and ψ as a Petri Net whose set of places is P and of transitions is
T . The dinaturality of ψ◦ϕ will be expressed as a reachability problem and we will prove that, if Γ(ψ)◦Γ(ϕ)
is acyclic, then ψ ◦ ϕ is always dinatural because we can always “move the f ’s” from the upper-white boxes
and lower-grey boxes all the way to the upper-grey boxes and lower-white boxes, as we did in Example 2.10.
Petri Nets. Petri Nets were invented by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 in [28], and have been used since then to
model concurrent systems, resource sensitivity and many dynamic systems. A nice survey of their properties
was written by Murata in [26], to which we refer the reader for more details and examples. Here we shall
limit ourselves only to the definitions and the properties of which we will make use in the paper.
Definition 2.11. A Petri Net N is a tuple (P, T, •(−), (−)•) where P and T are distinct, finite sets, and
•(−), (−)• : T → P(P) are functions. Elements of P are called places, while elements of T are called
transitions. For t a transition, •t is the set of inputs of t, and t• is the set of its outputs. A marking for N is a
function M : P → N.
Graphically, the elements of P and T are drawn as light-blue circles and black bars respectively. Notice
that the graph of a transformation is, as a matter of fact, a Petri Net. We can represent a marking M by
drawing, in each place p, M(p) tokens (black dots). Note that there is at most one arrow from a node to
another.
With little abuse of notation, we extend the input and output notation for places too, where
•p = {t ∈ T | p ∈ t•}, p• = {t ∈ T | p ∈ •t}.
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A pair of a place p and a transition t where p is both an input and an output of t is called self-loop. For
the purposes of this article, we shall only consider Petri Nets that contain no self-loops.
Definition 2.12. Let N be a Petri Net. A place p of N is said to be a source if •p = ∅, whereas is said to be
a sink if p• = ∅. A source (or sink) place p is said to be proper if p• , ∅ (or •p , ∅, respectively).
We shall need a notion of (directed) path in a Petri Net, which we introduce now. It coincides with the
usual notion of path in a graph.
Definition 2.13. Let N be a Petri Net. A path from a vertex v to a vertex w is a finite sequence of vertices
π = (v0, . . . , vl) where l ≥ 1, v0 = v, vl = w and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} vi+1 ∈ vi·∪·vi. Two vertices are said
to be connected if there is a path from one to the other. If every vertex in N is connected with every other
vertex, then N is said to be weakly connected.
A directed path from a vertex v to a vertex w is a finite sequence of vertices π = (v0, . . . , vl) such that
v = v0, w = vl and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} vi+1 ∈ vi·. In this case we say that the path π has length l. A
directed path from a vertex to itself is called a cycle, or loop; if N does not have cycles, then it is said to be
acyclic. Two vertices v and w are said to be directly connected if there is a directed path either from v to w
or from w to v.
We can give a dynamic flavour to Petri Nets by allowing the tokens to “flow” through the nets, that is
allowing markings to change according to the following transition firing rule.
Definition 2.14. Let N = (P, T, •(−), (−)•) be a Petri Net, and M a marking for N. A transition t is said to
be enabled if and only if for all p ∈ •t we have M(p) ≥ 1. An enabled transition may fire; the firing of an
enabled transition t removes one token from each p ∈ •t and adds one token to each p ∈ t•, generating the
following new marking M
′
:
M
′
(p) =

M(p) − 1 p ∈ •t
M(p) + 1 p ∈ t•
M(p) otherwise
Example 2.15. Consider the following net:
p1
q1 q5
p4 p5
t t′
q2 q3 q4
p2 p3
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There are two transitions, t and t
′
, but only t is enabled. Firing t will change the state of the net as follows:
p1
q1 q5
p4 p5
t t′
q2 q3 q4
p2 p3
Now t is disabled, but t
′
is enabled, and by firing it we obtain:
p1
q1 q5
p4 p5
t t′
q2 q3 q4
p2 p3
The reachability problem and dinaturality. Suppose we have a Petri Net N and an initial marking M0. The
firing of an enabled transition in N will change the distribution of tokens from M0 to M1, according to the
firing transition rule, therefore a sequence of firings of enabled transitions yields a sequence of markings. A
firing sequence is denoted by σ = (t0, . . . , tn) where the ti’s are transitions which fire.
Definition 2.16. A marking M for a Petri Net N is said to be reachable from a marking M0 if there exists a
firing sequence (t1, . . . , tn) and markings M1, . . . ,Mn where Mi is obtained from Mi−1 by firing transition ti,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and Mn = M.
The reachability problem for Petri Nets consists in checking whether a marking M is or is not reachable
from M0. It has been shown that the reachability problem is decidable [19, 23].
Remark 2.17. The crucial observation that will be at the core of our proof of Petric´’s theorem is that the
firing of an enabled transition in the graph of a dinatural transformation ϕ corresponds, under certain cir-
cumstances, to the dinaturality condition of ϕ in one of its variables. Take, for instance, the n-th numeral
transformation (see example 2.7). Call the only transition t, and consider the following marking M0:
t
Transition t is enabled, and once it fires we obtain the following marking M1:
t
t
fires
t
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The striking resemblance with the graphical version of the dinaturality condition for n is evident:
f
f
=
f
f
By treating the “morphism f in a box” as a “token in a place” of Γ(n), we have seen that the firing of t
generates an equation in Set, namely the one that expresses the dinaturality of n.
Suppose now we have two composable transformations ϕ and ψ dinatural in all their variables, in a
categoryC, together with a graph. We shall make precise how certain markings of Γ(ψ) ◦Γ(ϕ) correspond to
morphisms in C, and how the firing of an enabled transition corresponds to applying the dinaturality of ϕ or
ψ in one of their variables, thus creating an equation of morphisms in C. Therefore, if the firing of a single
transition generates an equality in the category, a sequence of firings of enabled transitions yields a chain
of equalities. By individuating two markings M0 and Md, each corresponding to a leg of the dinaturality
hexagon for ψ ◦ ϕ we want to prove is commutative, and by showing that Md is reachable from M0, we shall
have proved that ψ ◦ ϕ is dinatural.
We are now ready to present and prove the first main result of this article. For the rest of this section, fix
transformations ϕ : F1 → F2 and ψ : F2 → F3 where
• Fi : B
α
i
→ C is a functor for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
• ϕ and ψ have type, respectively,
|α
1
| k1 |α
2
|
σ1 τ1
and |α
2
| k2 |α
3
|.
σ2 τ2
We shall establish a sufficient condition for the dinaturality of ψ ◦ ϕ in some of its variables. However, since
we are interested in analysing the dinaturality of the composition in each of its variables separately, we start
by assuming that ψ ◦ ϕ depends on only one variable, i.e. has type |α
1
| 1 |α
3
|, and that ϕ and ψ are
dinatural in all their variables. In this case, we have to show that the following hexagon commutes for all
f : A → B, recalling that F1(B | A) is the result of applying functor F1 in B in all its contravariant arguments
and in A in all its covariant ones:
F1(A | A) F2(A | A) F3(A | A)
F1(B | A) F3(A | B)
F1(B | B) F2(B | B) F3(B | B)
ϕA...A ψA...A
F3(1| f )F1( f |1)
F1(1| f )
ϕB...B ψB...B
F3( f |1)
(2)
The theorem we want to prove is then the following.
Theorem 2.18. Let ϕ and ψ be transformations which are dinatural in all their variables and such that ψ◦ϕ
depends on only one variable. If Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is acyclic, then ψ ◦ ϕ is a dinatural transformation.
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The above is a direct generalisation of Eilenberg and Kelly’s result on extranatural transformations
[6], which are dinatural transformations where either the domain or the codomain functor is constant. For
example, eval is extranatural in its first variable. They worked with the additional assumption that Γ(ϕ) and
Γ(ψ) do not contain any ramifications, that is, the white and grey boxes are always linked in pairs, and they
also proved that if the composite graph is acyclic, then the composite transformation is again extranatural.
Their condition is also “essentially necessary” in the sense that if we do create a cycle upon constructing
Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ), then that means we are in a situation like this:
where we have a transformation between constant functors. Such a family of morphisms is (extra)natural
precisely when it is constant (that is, if every component is equal to the same morphism) on each connected
component of the domain category.
As already said in Remark 2.17, the key to prove this theorem is to see Γ(ψ)◦Γ(ϕ) as a Petri Net, reducing
the dinaturality of ψ ◦ ϕ to the reachability problem for two markings we shall individuate. We begin by
unfolding the definition of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ): we have Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) = (P, T, •(−), (−)•) where P = |α1| + |α2| + |α3|,
T = k1 + k2 and, indicating with ιi : |α
i
| → P and ρi : ki → T the injections defined similarly to ι|α| and ι|β| in
Definition 2.8,
•(ρi(t)) = {ιi(p) | σi(p) = t, α
i
p = +} ∪ {ιi+1(p) | τi(p) = t, α
i+1
p = −},
(ρi(t))• = {ιi(p) | σi(p) = t, α
i
p = −} ∪ {ιi+1(p) | τi(p) = t, α
i+1
p = +}.
(3)
For the rest of this section, we shall reserve the names P and T for the sets of places and transitions of
Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ).
Remark 2.19. Since σi and τi are functions, we have that |•p|, |p•| ≤ 1 and also that |•p ∪ p•| ≥ 1 for all
p ∈ P. With a little abuse of notation then, if •p = {t} then we shall simply write •p = t, and similarly for
p•.
Labelled markings as morphisms. We now show how to formally translate certain markings of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ)
in actual morphisms ofC. The idea is to treat every token in the net as a fixed, arbitrary morphism f : A → B
of C and then use the idea discussed on p. 9.
However, not all possible markings of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) have a corresponding morphism in C. For example,
if M is a marking and p is a place such that M(p) > 1, it makes no sense to “compute a functor Fi in f
twice” in the argument of Fi corresponding to p. Hence, only markings M : P → {0, 1} can be considered.
Moreover, we have to be careful with where the marking puts tokens: if a token corresponds to a morphism
f : A → B, we have to make sure that there are no two consecutive tokens (more generally, we have to make
sure that there is at most one token in every directed path), otherwise a naive attempt to assign a morphism to
that marking might end up with type-checking problems. For instance, consider the diagonal transformation
in a Cartesian category C (example 2.5) and the following marking:
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The token on the top white box should be interpreted as idC( f ) : A → B, hence the black middle box should
correspond to the B-th component of the family δ, that is δB : B → B × B. However, the bottom two white
boxes are read as f × f : A × A → B × B, which cannot be composed with δB.
We therefore introduce the notion of labelled marking, which consists of a marking together with a la-
belling of the transitions, such that a certain coherence condition between the two is satisfied. This constraint
will ensure that every labelled marking corresponds to a morphism ofC. We will then use only some labelled
markings to prove our compositionality theorem.
Definition 2.20. Consider f : A → B a morphism in C. A labelled marking for Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is a triple
(M, L, f ) where functions M : P → {0, 1} and L : T → {A, B} are such that for all p ∈ P
M(p) = 1 ⇒ L(•p) = A, L(p•) = B
M(p) = 0 ⇒ L(•p) = L(p•)
These conditions need to be satisfied only when they make sense; for example if M(p) = 1 and •p = ∅,
condition L(•p) = A is to be ignored.
We are now ready to assign a morphism in C to every labelled marking by reading a token in a place as a
morphism f in one of the arguments of a functor, while an empty place corresponds to the identity morphism
of the label of the transition of which the place is an input or an output.
Definition 2.21. Let (M, L, f : A → B) be a labelled marking. We define a morphism µ(M, L, f ) in C as
follows:
µ(M, L, f ) = F1(x
1
1, . . . , x
1
|α
1
|
);ϕX11 ...X
1
k1
; F2(x
2
1, . . . , x
2
|α
2
|
);ψX21 ...X
2
k2
; F3(x
3
1, . . . , x
3
|α
3
|
)
where
xij =

f M(ιi( j)) = 1
idL(t) M(ιi( j)) = 0 ∧ t ∈ •ιv( j) ∪ ιv( j)•
Xij = L(ρi( j)).
for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, . . . , |α
i
|}. (Recall that ιi : |α
i
| → P and ρi : ki → T are the injections defined
similarly to ι|α| and ι|β| in Definition 2.8.)
It is easy to see that µ(M, L, f ) is indeed a morphism in C, by checking that the maps it is made of are
actually composable using the definition of labelled marking and of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ).
What are the labelled markings corresponding to the two legs of diagram (2)? In the lower leg of the
hexagon, f appears in all the covariant arguments of F1 and the contravariant ones of F3, which correspond
in Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) to those places which have no inputs (in Petri nets terminology, sources), and all variables
of ϕ are equal to B; in the upper leg, f appears in those arguments corresponding to places with no outputs
(sinks), and ψ is computed in A in each variable. Hence, the lower leg is µ(M0, L0, f ) while the upper leg is
µ(Md, Ld, f ), where:
M0(p) =

1 •p = ∅
0 otherwise
Md(p) =

1 p• = ∅
0 otherwise
L0(t) = B Ld(t) = A
(4)
for all p ∈ P and t ∈ T . It is an immediate consequence of the definition that (M0, L0, f ) and (Md, Ld, f ) so
defined are labelled markings.
We aim to show that Md is reachable fromM0 by means of a firing sequence that preserves the morphism
µ(M0, L0, f ). In order to do so, we now prove that firing a B-labelled transition in an arbitrary labelled mark-
ing (M, L, f ) generates a new labelled marking, whose associated morphism in C is still equal to µ(M, L, f ).
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Proposition 2.22. Let (M, L, f ) be a labelled marking, t ∈ T an enabled transition such that L(t) = B.
Consider
P {0, 1} T {A, B}
p

0 p ∈ •t
1 p ∈ t•
M(p) otherwise
s

A s = t
L(s) s , t
M
′
L
′
(5)
Then (M′, L′, f ) is a labelled marking and µ(M, L, f ) = µ(M′, L′, f ).
Proof. By definition of labelled marking, if t• , ∅ and L(t) = B then M(p) = 0 for all p ∈ t•, because if
there were a p ∈ t• with M(p) = 1, then L(t) = A. M
′
is therefore the marking obtained from M when t fires
once. It is easy to see that (M
′
, L
′
, f ) is a labelled marking by simply checking the definition.
We have now to prove that µ(M, L, f ) = µ(M′, L′, f ). Since t ∈ T , we have t = ρu(i) for some u ∈ {1, 2}
and i ∈ {1, . . . , ku}. The fact that t is enabled in M, together with the definition of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) (3) and
Definition 2.21, ensures that, in the notations of Definition 2.21,
σu( j) = i ∧ α
u
j = +⇒ x
u
j = f
σu( j) = i ∧ α
u
j = − ⇒ x
u
j = idB
τu( j) = i ∧ α
u+1
j = +⇒ x
u+1
j = idB
τu( j) = i ∧ α
u+1
j = − ⇒ x
u+1
j = f
hence we can apply the dinaturality of ϕ or ψ (if, respectively, u = 1 or u = 2) in its i-th variable. To
conclude, one has to show that the morphism obtained in doing so is the same as µ(M′, L′, f ), which is just
a matter of identity check. The details can be found in the second author’s thesis [33]. 
It immediately follows that a sequence of firings of B-labelled transitions gives rise to a labelled marking
whose associated morphism is still equal to the original one, as the following Proposition states.
Corollary 2.23. Let µ(M, L, f ) be a labelled marking, M
′
a marking reachable from M by firing only B-
labelled transitions t1, . . . , tm, L
′ : T → {A, B} defined as:
L
′
(s) =

A s = ti for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
L(s) otherwise
Then (M′, L′, f ) is a labelled marking and µ(M, L, f ) = µ(M′, L′, f ).
Now all we have to show is that Md is reachable from M0 (see (4)) by only firing B-labelled transitions:
it is enough to make sure that each transition is fired at most once to satisfy this condition. We shall work on
a special class of Petri Nets, to which our Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) belongs (Remark 2.19), where all places have at most
one input and at most one output.
Definition 2.24. A Petri Net is said to be forward-backward conflict free (FBCF) if for all p place |•p| ≤ 1
and |p•| ≤ 1.
Theorem 2.25. Let N be an acyclic FBCF Petri Net and let M0, Md be the only-source and only-sink
markings as in (4). Then Md is reachable from M0 by firing each transition exactly once.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of transitions in N. If N has no transitions at all, then every
place is both a source and a sink, and M0 and Md coincide, therefore there is nothing to prove. Now, let
n ≥ 0, suppose that the theorem holds for Petri Nets that have n transitions and assume that N has n + 1
transitions.
Define, given t and t
′
two transitions, t ≤ t
′
if and only if there exists a directed path from t to t
′
. The
relation ≤ so defined is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric (because N is acyclic), hence it is a partial
order on T , the set of transitions of N. Now, T is finite by definition, hence it has at least one minimal
element t0. Since t0 is minimal, every (if any) input of t0 is a source, therefore t0 is enabled in M0. Now,
fire t0 and call M1 the resulting marking. Consider the subnet N
′
obtained from N by removing t0 and all its
inputs. Since N is forward-backward conflict free, we have that all the outputs of t0 are sources in N
′
. This
means that N′ is an acyclic FBCF Petri Net: by inductive hypothesis, we have that Md (restricted to N
′) is
reachable from M1 in N
′
, and therefore Md is reachable from M0 in N. 
Remark 2.26. Theorem 2.25 is an instance of Hiraishi and Ichikawa’s result on reachability for arbitrary
markings in arbitrary acyclic Petri Nets [13]. Our proof is an adapted version of theirs for the special case
of FBCF Petri Nets and the particular markings M0 and Md that put one token precisely in every source and
in every sink respectively.
We are now ready to give an alternative proof to the first half of Petric´’s theorem [29] that solved the
compositionality problem of dinatural transformations.
Proof of Theorem 2.18. Let f : A → B be a morphism in C, and define labelled markings (M0, L0, f ) and
(Md, Ld, f ) as in (4). Then µ(M0, L0, f ) is the lower leg of (2), while µ(Md, Ld, f ) is the upper leg. By
theorem 2.25, marking Md is reachable from M0 by firing each transition of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) exactly once, hence
by only firing B-labelled transitions. By Proposition 2.23, we have that the hexagon (2) commutes. 
Theorem 2.18 can then be straightforwardly generalised to the case in which ψ◦ϕ depends on n variables
for an arbitrary n. Suppose then that the type of ψ ◦ ϕ is given by the following pushout:
|α
3
|
|α
2
| k2
|α
1
| k1 n
τ2
τ1
p
σ2
ξ
σ1 ζ
(6)
Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) now has n connected components, and a sufficient condition for the dinaturality of ψ ◦ ϕ in its
i-th variable is that ϕ and ψ are dinatural in all those variables of theirs which are “involved”, as it were, in
the i-th connected component of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) and such connected component is acyclic.
Theorem 2.27. In the notations above, let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If ϕ and ψ are dinatural in all the variables in,
respectively, ζ−1{i} and ξ−1{i} (with ζ and ξ given by the pushout (6)), and if the i-th connected component
of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is acyclic, then ψ ◦ ϕ is dinatural in its i-th variable.
We then have a straightforward corollary.
Corollary 2.28. Let ϕ : F → G and ψ : G → H be transformations which are dinatural in all their variables.
If Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is acyclic, then ψ ◦ ϕ is dinatural in all its variables.
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An “essentially necessary” condition for compositionality. Also the other half of Petric´’s theorem can be
shown with the help of the theory of Petri Nets. One can prove that if N is a weakly connected FBCF Petri
Net with at least one proper source or one proper sink and M0 and Md are the only-source and only-sink
markings as before, then a necessary condition for the reachability of Md from M0 is that every transition in
N must fire at least once. The intuition behind this is that there must be at least one transition t which fires,
because M0 and Md are not equal (in the hypothesis that N has at least one proper sink or proper source),
and if a transition t fires once, then all the transitions that are connected to it must fire as well: in order for
t to fire it must be enabled, hence those transitions which are between the source places and t must fire to
move the tokens to the input places of t; equally, if t fires, then also all those transitions “on the way” from t
to the sink places must fire, otherwise some tokens would get stuck in the middle of the net, in disagreement
with Md. As a consequence of this fact, we have a sort of inverse of Theorem 2.25.
Theorem 2.29. Let N be weakly connected with at least one proper source or one proper sink place. If Md
is reachable from M0, then N is acyclic.
Proof. Suppose that N contains a directed, circular path π = (v0, . . . , v2l) where v0 = v2l is a place. Then
each v2i is not a source, given that it is the output of v2i−1, hence M0(v2i) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. This means
that v2i+1 is disabled in M0, therefore it will not fire when transforming M0 into M1. Then also M1(v2i) = 0.
Using the same argument we can see that none of the transitions in the loop π can fire, thus Md cannot be
reached by M0. 
In other words, if N contains a loop—in the hypothesis that N is weakly connected and has at least one
proper source or sink place—then Md is not reachable from M0. In the case of N = Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ), given
the correspondence between the dinaturality condition of ϕ and ψ in each of their variables and the firing
of the corresponding transitions, this intuitively means that ψ ◦ ϕ cannot be proved to be dinatural as a sole
consequence of the dinaturality of ϕ and ψ when Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is cyclic. Therefore, acyclicity is not only
a sufficient condition for the dinaturality of the composite transformation, but also “essentially necessary”:
if the composite happens to be dinatural despite the cyclicity of the graph, then this is due to some “third”
property, like the fact that certain squares of morphisms are pullbacks or pushouts. The interested reader can
find a detailed formalisation of this intuition in the second author’s thesis [33], where a syntactic category
generated by the equations determined by the dinaturality conditions of ϕ and ψ was considered, and where
it was shown that in there ψ ◦ ϕ is not dinatural in a similar way to Petric´’s approach in [29].
3. Horizontal compositionality of dinatural transformations
Horizontal composition of natural transformations is co-protagonist, together with vertical composition,
in the classical Godement calculus. In this section we define a new operation of horizontal composition for
dinatural transformations, generalising the well-known version for natural transformations. We also study
its algebraic properties, proving it is associative and unitary. Remarkably, horizontal composition behaves
better than vertical composition, as it is always defined between dinatural transformations of matching type.
3.1. From the Natural to the Dinatural
Horizontal composition of natural transformations [22] is a well-known operation which is rich in in-
teresting properties: it is associative, unitary and compatible with vertical composition. As such, it makes
Cat a strict 2-category. Also, it plays a crucial role in the calculus of substitution of functors and natural
transformations developed by Kelly in [17]; in fact, as we have seen in the introduction, it is at the heart of
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Kelly’s abstract approach to coherence. An appropriate generalisation of this notion for dinatural transform-
ations seems to be absent in the literature: in this section we propose a working definition, as we shall see.
The best place to start is to take a look at the usual definition for the natural case.
Definition 3.1. Consider (classical) natural transformations
A B C
F
G
H
K
ϕ ψ
The horizontal composition ψ ∗ ϕ : HF → KG is the natural transformation whose A-th component, for
A ∈ A, is either leg of the following commutative square:
HF(A) KF(A)
HG(A) KG(A)
ψF(A)
H(ϕA) K(ϕA)
ψG(A)
(7)
Now, the commutativity of (7) is due to the naturality of ψ; the fact that ψ ∗ ϕ is in turn a natural
transformation is due to the naturality of both ϕ and ψ. However, in order to define the family of morphisms
ψ∗ϕ, all we have to do is to apply the naturality condition of ψ to the components of ϕ, one by one. We apply
the very same idea to dinatural transformations, leading to the following preliminary definition for classical
dinatural transformations.
Definition 3.2. Let ϕ : F → G and ψ : H → K dinatural transformations of type 2 1 2, where
F,G : A
op
× A → B and H,K : B
op
× B → C. The horizontal composition ψ ∗ ϕ is the family of morphisms
(
(ψ ∗ ϕ)A : H(G(A, A), F(A, A))→ K(F(A, A),G(A, A))
)
A∈A
where the general component (ψ ∗ ϕ)A is given, for any object A ∈ A, by either leg of the following commut-
ative hexagon:
H(F(A, A), F(A, A)) K(F(A, A), F(A, A))
H(G(A, A), F(A, A)) K(F(A, A),G(A, A))
H(G(A, A),G(A, A)) K(G(A, A),G(A, A))
ψF(A,A)
K(1,ϕA)H(ϕA ,1)
H(1,ϕA) ψG(A,A)
K(ϕA ,1)
Remark 3.3. If F,G, H and K all factor through the second projection A
op
×A → A or B
op
×B → B, then
ϕ and ψ are just ordinary natural transformations and Definition 3.2 reduces to the usual notion of horizontal
composition, Definition 3.1.
As in the classical natural case, we can deduce the dinaturality of ψ ∗ ϕ from the dinaturality of ϕ and
ψ, as the following Theorem states. (Recall that for F : A → B a functor, Fop : Aop → Bop is the obvious
functor which behaves like F.)
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Theorem 3.4. Let ϕ and ψ be dinatural transformations as in Definition 3.2. Then ψ ∗ ϕ is a dinatural
transformation
ψ ∗ ϕ : H(Gop, F) → K(Fop,G)
of type 4 1 4, where H(G
op
, F),K(F
op
,G) : A
[+,−,−,+]
→ C are defined on objects as
H(Gop, F)(A, B,C,D) = H(Gop(A, B), F(C,D))
K(F
op
,G)(A, B,C,D) = K(F
op
(A, B),G(C,D))
and similarly on morphisms.
Proof. The proof consists in showing that the diagram that asserts the dinaturality of ψ ∗ ϕ commutes: this
is done in Figure 1. 
We can now proceed with the general definition, which involves transformations of arbitrary type. As the
idea behind Definition 3.2 is to apply the dinaturality of ψ to the general component of ϕ in order to define
ψ ∗ ϕ, if ψ is a transformation with many variables, then we have many dinaturality conditions we can apply
to ϕ, namely one for each variable of ψ in which ψ is dinatural. Hence, the general definition will depend on
the variable of ψ we want to use. For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider only the one-category case,
that is when all functors in the definition involve one categoryC; the general case follows with no substantial
complications except for a much heavier notation.
Definition 3.5. Let F : C
α
→ C,G : C
β
→ C, H : C
γ
→ C, K : C
δ
→ C be functors, ϕ = (ϕA)A∈Cn : F → G
be a transformation of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
and ψ = (ψB)B∈Cm : H → K of type |γ| m |δ|
η θ
a trans-
formation which is dinatural in its i-th variable. Denoting with ++ the concatenation of a family of lists,
let
H(G
op
ηu | Fηu)u∈|γ| : C
|γ|
++
u=1
λ
u
→ C, K(F
op
θv
| Gθv)v∈|δ| : C
|δ|
++
v=1
µ
v
→ C
be functors, defined similarly to H(Gop, F) and K(Fop,G) in Theorem 3.4, where for all j ∈ m, u ∈ |γ|,
v ∈ |δ|:
F j =

F j = i
idC j , i
G j =

G j = i
idC j , i
λ
u
=

α ηu = i ∧ γu = +
β
3
ηu = i ∧ γu = −
[γu] ηu , i
µ
v
=

β θv = i ∧ δv = +
α θv = i ∧ δv = −
[δv] θv , i
Define for all u ∈ |γ| and v ∈ |δ| the following functions:
au =

ιnσ ηu = i ∧ γu = +
ιnτ ηu = i ∧ γu = −
ιmKηu ηu , i
bv =

ιnτ θv = i ∧ δv = +
ιnσ θv = i ∧ δv = −
ιmKθv θv , i
3
Remember that for any β ∈ List{+,−} we denote β the list obtained from β by swapping the signs.
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H(G(A, A), F(A, A)) H(F(A, A), F(A, A)) K(F(A, A), F(A, A)) K(F(A, A),G(A, A))
H(G(A, A), F(B, A)) H(F(A, A), F(B, A)) K(F(B, A), F(A, A)) K(F(B, A),G(A, A))
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(
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,
1
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(
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,
f
)
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,
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(
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(ψ ∗ ϕ)A
(ψ ∗ ϕ)B
Functoriality of H
Functoriality of H
Functoriality of K
Functoriality of K
Dinaturality of ψ
Dinaturality of ψ
Dinaturality of ϕ Dinaturality of ϕ
Figure 1: Proof of Theorem 3.4: dinaturality of horizontal composition in the classical case. Here f : A→ B.
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2
with Kηu : 1 → m the constant function equal to ηu, while ιn and ιm are defined as:
n (i − 1) + n + (m − i)
x i − 1 + x
ιn
m (i − 1) + n + (m − i)
x

x x < i
x + n − 1 x ≥ i
ιm
The i-th horizontal composition [ψ]
i
∗ [ϕ] is the equivalence class of the transformation
ψ
i
∗ ϕ : H(G
op
ηu | Fηu)u∈|γ| → K(F
op
θv
| Gθv)v∈|δ|
of type
|γ|∑
u=1
|λ
u
| (i − 1) + n + (m − i)
|δ|∑
v=1
|µ
v
|
[a1,...,a|γ|] [b1,...,b|δ|]
whose general component, (ψ
i
∗ ϕ)B[A/i], is the diagonal of the commutative hexagon obtained by applying
the dinaturality of ψ in its i-th variable to the general component ϕA of ϕ:
H(B[F(Aσ)/i]η) K(B[F(Aσ)/i]θ)
H(B[G(Aτ), F(Aσ)/i]η) K(B[F(Aσ),G(Aτ)/i]θ)
H(B[G(Aτ)/i]η) K(B[G(Aτ)/i]θ)
ψB[F(Aσ)/i]
K(B[F(Aσ),ϕA/i]θ)H(B[ϕA,F(Aσ)/i]η)
H(B[G(Aτ),ϕA/η])
(ψ
i
∗ϕ)B[A/i]
ψB[G(Aτ)/i]
K(B[ϕA ,G(Aτ)/i]θ)
In other words, the domain of ψ
i
∗ ϕ is obtained by substituting the arguments of H (the domain of ψ)
that are in the i-th connected component of Γ(ψ) with F (the domain of ϕ) if they are covariant, and with
G
op
(the opposite of the codomain of ϕ) if they are contravariant; those arguments not in the i-th connected
component are left untouched. Similarly the codomain. The type of ψ
i
∗ ϕ is obtained by replacing the i-th
variable of ψ with all the variables of ϕ and adjusting the type of ψ with σ and τ to reflect this act. In the
following example, we see what happens to Γ(ϕ) and Γ(ψ) upon horizontal composition.
Example 3.6. Consider transformations δ and eval (see examples 2.5,2.6). In the notations of Definition 3.5,
we have F = idC : C → C, G = × : C
[+,+]
→ C, H : C
[+,−,+]
→ C defined as H(X, Y, Z) = X × (Y ⇒ Z) and
K = idC : C → C. The types of δ and eval are respectively
1 1 2 and
3 2 1
1 1 1
2 2
3
The transformation eval is extranatural in its first variable and natural in its second: we have two horizontal
compositions. (eval
1
∗ δ)A,B is given by either leg of the following commutative square:
A ×
(
(A × A) ⇒ B
)
(A × A) ×
(
(A × A) ⇒ B
)
A × (A ⇒ B) B
δA×(1⇒1)
1×(δA⇒1) evalA×A,B
evalA,B
(8)
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We have eval
1
∗ δ : H(idC,×, idC) → idC(idC) where idC(idC) = idC and
C
[+,−,−,+]
C
(X, Y, Z,W) X ×
(
(Y × Z) ⇒ W
)
H(idC,×,idC)
and it is of type
4 2 1
1 1 1
2 2
3
4
Intuitively, Γ
(
eval
1
∗ δ
)
is obtained by substituting Γ(δ) = into the first connected component
of Γ(eval) = , by “bending”, as it were, Γ(δ) into theU-turn that is the first connected
component of Γ(eval):
or
Here the first graph corresponds to the upper leg of (8) , the second to the lower one. Notice how the
component evalA×A,B has now two wires, one per each A in the graph on the left. The result is therefore
Γ
(
eval
1
∗ δ
)
=
Turning now to the other possible horizontal composition, we have that eval
2
∗ δ : H(idC, idC, idC) → idC(×)
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where H(idC, idC, idC) = H and idC(×) = × by definition; it is of type
3 2 2
1 1 1
2 2 2
3
and (eval
2
∗ δ)A,B is given by either leg of the following commutative square:
A × (A ⇒ B) A ×
(
A ⇒ (B × B)
)
B B × B
1×(1⇒δB)
evalA,B evalA,B×B
δB
Substituting Γ(δ) into the second connected component of Γ(eval), which is just a “straight line”, results into
the following graph:
Γ
(
eval
2
∗ δ
)
=
3.2. Dinaturality of horizontal composition
We aim to prove here that our definition of horizontal composition, which we have already noticed
generalises the well-known version for classical natural transformations (Remark 3.3), is a closed operation
on dinatural transformations. For the rest of this section, we shall fix transformations ϕ and ψ with the
notations used in Definition 3.5 for their signature; we also fix the “names” of the variables of ϕ as A =
(A1, . . . , An) and of ψ as B = (B1, . . . , Bm). In this spirit, i is a fixed element of {1, . . . ,m}, we assume ψ to
be dinatural in Bi and we shall sometimes refer to ψ
i
∗ ϕ also as ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ.
As in the classical natural case (Definition 3.1), only the dinaturality of ψ in Bi is needed to define the
i-th horizontal composition of ϕ and ψ. Here we want to understand in which variables the i-th horizontal
composition
ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ =
(
(ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ)B[A/i]
)
=
(
(ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ)B1,...,Bi−1,A1,...,An,Bi+1,...,Bm
)
itself is in turn dinatural. It is straightforward to see that ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ is dinatural in all its B-variables where ψ is
dinatural, since the act of horizontally composing ϕ and ψ in Bi has not “perturbed” H, K and ψ in any way
except in those arguments involved in the i-th connected component of Γ(ψ), see example 3.6. Hence we
have the following preliminary result.
Proposition 3.7. If ψ is dinatural in B j, for j , i, then ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ is also dinatural in B j.
More interestingly, it turns out that ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ is also dinatural in all those A-variables where ϕ is dinatural in
the first place. We aim then to prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.8. If ϕ is dinatural in its k-th variable and ψ in its i-th one, then ψ
i
∗ϕ is dinatural in its (i−1+k)-th
variable. In other words, if ϕ is dinatural in Ak and ψ in Bi, then ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ is dinatural in Ak.
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The proof of this theorem relies on the fact that we can reduce ourselves, without loss of generality,
to Theorem 3.4. To prove that, we introduce the notion of focalisation of a transformation on one of its
variables: essentially, the focalisation of a transformation φ is a transformation depending on only one
variable between functors that have only one covariant and one contravariant argument, obtained by fixing
all the parts of the data involving variables different from the one we are focusing on.
Definition 3.9. Let φ = (φA) = (φA1,...,Ap) : T → S be a transformation of type
|α| p |β|
σ τ
with T : C
α
→ C and S : C
β
→ C. Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , p} and objects A1, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , Ap in C. Consider
functors T
k
, S
k
: Cop × C → C defined by
T
k
(A, B) = T (A[A, B/i]σ)
S
k
(A, B) = S (A[A, B/i]τ)
The focalisation of φ on its k-th variable is the transformation
φ
k
: T
k
→ S
k
of type 2 1 2 where
φ
k
X = ϕA[X/i] = φA1...Ak−1 ,X,Ak+1...Ap .
Sometimes we may write φ
Ak
: T
Ak
→ S
Ak
too, when we fix as A1, . . . , Ap the name of the variables of φ.
Remark 3.10. φ is dinatural in its k-th variable if and only if φ
k
is dinatural in its only variable for all objects
A1, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , Ap fixed by the focalisation of φ.
The (−)
k
construction depends on the p − 1 objects we fix, but not to make the notation too heavy, we
shall always call those (arbitrary) objects A1, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , An for ϕ
k
and B1, . . . , Bi−1, Bi+1, . . . , Bm for
ψ
i
.
Lemma 3.11. It is the case that ψ
i
∗ ϕ is dinatural in its (i − 1 + k)-th variable if and only if ψ
i
∗ ϕ
k
is
dinatural in its only variable for all objects B1, . . . , Bi−1, A1, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , An, Bi+1, . . . , Bm in C fixed
by the focalisations of ϕ and ψ.
Proof. The proof consists in unwrapping the two definitions and showing that they require the exact same
hexagon to commute: see [33, Lemma 2.14]. 
We can now prove that horizontal composition preserves dinaturality.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Consider transformations ϕk and ψ
i
. By Remark 3.10, they are both dinatural in their
only variable. Hence, by Theorem 3.4, ψ
i
∗ ϕ
k is dinatural and by Lemma 3.11 we conclude. 
It is straightforward to see that horizontal composition has a left and a right unit, namely the identity
(di)natural transformation on the appropriate identity functor.
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Theorem 3.12. Let T : B
α
→ C, S : B
β
→ C be functors, and let φ : T → S be a transformation of any type.
Then
ididC ∗ φ = φ.
If φ is dinatural in its i-th variable, for an appropriate i, then also
φ
i
∗ ididB = φ.
Proof. Direct consequence of the definition of horizontal composition. 
3.3. Associativity of horizontal composition
Associativity is a crucial property of any respectable algebraic operation. In this section we show that
our notion of horizontal composition is at least this respectable. We begin by considering classical dinatural
transformations ϕ : F → G, ψ : H → K and χ : U → V , for F,G,H,K,U,V : C
op
× C → C functors, all of
type 2 1 2.
Theorem 3.13. χ ∗ (ψ ∗ ϕ) = (χ ∗ ψ) ∗ ϕ.
Proof. We first prove that the two transformations have same domain and codomain functors. Since they
both depend on one variable, this also immediately implies they have same type.
We have ψ ∗ ϕ : H(Gop, F) → K(Fop,G), hence
χ ∗ (ψ ∗ ϕ) : U
(
K(Fop,G)op,H(Gop, F)
)
→ V
(
H(Gop, F)op,K(Fop,G)
)
.
Notice that K(F
op
,G)
op
= K
op
(F,G
op
) and H(G
op
, F)
op
= H
op
(G, F
op
). Next, we have χ ∗ ψ : U(K
op
,H) →
V(H
op
,K). Given that U(K
op
,H),V(H
op
,K) : C
[+,−,−,+]
→ C, we have
(χ ∗ ψ) ∗ ϕ : U(Kop,H)(F,Gop,Gop, F)︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
U
(
K
op
(F,G
op
),H(G
op
,F)
) → V(H
op
,K)(G, Fop, Fop,G)︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
V
(
H
op
(G,F
op
),K(F
op
,G)
) .
This proves χ ∗ (ψ ∗ ϕ) and (χ ∗ ψ) ∗ ϕ have the same signature.
Only equality of the single components is left to show. Fix then an object A in C. Figure 2 shows how to
pass from (χ ∗ψ) ∗ϕ to χ ∗ (ψ ∗ϕ) by pasting three commutative diagrams. In order to save space, we simply
wrote “H(G, F)” instead of the proper “H(G
op
(A, A), F(A, A))” and similarly for all the other instances of
functors in the nodes of the diagram in Figure 2; we also dropped the subscript for components of ϕ, ψ and χ
when they appear as arrows, that is we simply wrote ϕ instead of ϕA, since there is only one object involved
and there is no risk of confusion. 
We can now start discussing the general case for transformations with an arbitrary number of variables;
we shall prove associativity by reducing ourselves to Theorem 3.13 using focalisation (see Definition 3.9).
For the rest of this section, fix transformations ϕ, ψ and χ, dinatural in all their variables, with signatures:
• ϕ : F → G, for F : Cα → C andG : Cβ → C, of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
;
• ψ : H → K, for H : C
γ
→ C and K : C
δ
→ C, of type |γ| m |δ|
η θ
;
• χ : U → V , for U : C
ǫ
→ C and V : C
ζ
→ C, of type |ǫ| l |ζ |
π ω
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U(K(F,G),H(G, F)) U(K(F, F), H(F, F)) U(H(F, F), H(F, F))
U(K(F, F), H(G, F)) U(H(F, F), H(F, F)) V(H(F, F), H(F, F)) V(H(F, F), K(F, F)) V(H(G, F), K(F,G))
U(H(F, F), H(G, F)) V(H(G, F), H(F, F)) V(H(G, F), K(F, F))
U(H(G, F), H(G, F)) V(H(G, F), H(G, F))
U(K(1, ϕ),H(ϕ, 1)) U(ψ, 1)
χU(K(1, ϕ), 1)
U(ψ, 1)
U(1
,H(
ϕ, 1)
)
χ V(1, ψ) V(H(ϕ, 1), K(1, ϕ))
V(H(ϕ, 1), 1)
V(1, ψ)
V(1,K(1, ϕ))
U(H(ϕ,1), 1)
χ
V(1
,H
(ϕ,
1))
Functoriality of U
Dinaturality of χ
Functoriality of V
Figure 2: Associativity of horizontal composition in the classical case. The upper leg is (χ ∗ ψ) ∗ ϕ, whereas the lower one is χ ∗ (ψ ∗ ϕ).
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For sake of simplicity, let us fix the name of the variables for ϕ as A = (A1, . . . , An), forψ as B = (B1, . . . , Bm)
and for χ as C = (C1, . . . ,Cl). In this spirit we also fix the variables of the horizontal compositions, so for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the variables of ψ
i
∗ ϕ are
B[A/i] = B1, . . . , Bi−1, A1, . . . , An, Bi+1, . . . , Bm
and, similarly, for j ∈ {1, . . . , l} the variables of χ
j
∗ ψ are C[B/ j].
The theorem asserting associativity of horizontal composition, which we prove in the rest of this section,
is the following.
Theorem 3.14. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , l},
χ
j
∗
(
ψ
i
∗ ϕ
)
=
(
χ
j
∗ ψ
)
j − 1 + i
∗ ϕ
or, in alternative notation,
χ
C j
∗
(
ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ
)
=
(
χ
C j
∗ ψ
)
Bi
∗ ϕ. (9)
We shall require the following, rather technical, Lemma, whose proof is a matter of identity checking.
Lemma 3.15. Let Φ = (ΦV1,...,Vp) and Ψ = (ΨW1 ,...,Wq) be transformations in C such that Ψ is dinatural in
Ws, for s ∈ {1, . . . , q}. Let V1, . . . ,Vr−1, Vr+1, . . . ,Vp, W1, . . . ,Ws−1, Ws+1, . . . ,Wq be objects of C, and let
Φ
Vr
and Ψ
Ws
be the focalisation of Φ and Ψ in its r-th and s-th variable respectively using the fixed objects
above. Let also X be an object of C. Then
(i)
(
Ψ
Ws
∗Φ
Vr
)
X
=
(
Ψ
Ws
∗ Φ
)
W1 ,...,Ws−1,V1,...,Vr−1,X,Vr+1,...,Vp,Ws+1 ,...,Wq
=
Ψ Ws∗ Φ
Vr

X
(ii) (co)dom
Ψ Ws∗ Φ
Vr
 (x, y) = (co)dom
(
Ψ
Ws
∗Φ
Vr
)
(x, y, y, x) for any morphisms x and y.
Remark 3.16. Part (i) asserts an equality between morphisms and not transformations, as Ψ
Ws
∗ Φ
Vr
and
Ψ
Ws
∗ Φ have different types and even different domain and codomain functors.
Proof of Theorem 3.14. One can show that χ
C j
∗
(
ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ
)
and
(
χ
C j
∗ ψ
)
Bi
∗ ϕ have the same domain, codomain
and type simply by computing them and observing they coincide. In particular, notice that they both depend
on the following variables: C[B[A/i]/ j]. Here we show that their components are equal. Let us fix then
C1, . . . ,C j−1, B1, . . . , Bi−1, A1, . . . , Ak−1, X, Ak+1, . . . , An, Bi+1, . . . , Bm, C j+1, . . . , Cl objects in C. Writing
just V for this long list of objects, we have, by Lemma 3.15, that
((
χ
C j
∗ ψ
)
Bi
∗ ϕ
)
V
=
χ
C j
∗ ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ
Ak

X
.
Now, we cannot apply again Lemma 3.15 to χ
C j
∗ ψ
Bi
because of the observation in Remark 3.16, but we
can use the definition of horizontal composition to write down explicitly the right-hand side of the equation
above: it is the morphism
codom
χ
C j
∗ ψ
Bi
 (idF (X,X), (ϕAk )X) ◦
χ
C j
∗ ψ
Bi

F (X,X)
◦ dom
χ
C j
∗ ψ
Bi
 ((ϕAk )X , idF (X,X))
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(Remember that ϕ
Ak : F
Ak
→ G
Ak
, here we wrote F (X, X) instead of F
Ak
(X, X) to save space.) Now we can
use Lemma 3.15 to “split the bar”, as it were:
codom
(
χ
C j ∗ ψ
Bi
) (
(ϕ
Ak )X , idF (X,X), idF (X,X), (ϕ
Ak )X
)
◦
(
χ
C j ∗ ψ
Bi
)
F (X,X)
◦
dom
(
χ
C j ∗ ψ
Bi
) (
idF (X,X), (ϕ
Ak )X , (ϕ
Ak )X , idF (X,X)
)
This morphism is equal, by definition of horizontal composition, to
((
χ
C j ∗ ψ
Bi
)
∗ ϕ
Ak
)
X
which, by Theorem 3.13, is the same as
(
χ
C j ∗
(
ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ
Ak
))
X
.
An analogous series of steps shows how this is equal to
(
χ
C j
∗
(
ψ
Bi
∗ ϕ
))
V
, thus concluding the proof. 
3.4. (In?)Compatibility with vertical composition
Looking at the classical natural case, there is one last property to analyse: the interchange law [22]. In
the following situation,
A B C
ϕ
ψ
ϕ
′
ψ
′
with ϕ, ϕ′, ψ and ψ′ natural transformations, we have:
(ψ′ ◦ ϕ′) ∗ (ψ ◦ ϕ) = (ψ′ ∗ ψ) ◦ (ϕ′ ∗ ϕ). (†)
The interchange law is the crucial property that makes Cat a 2-category. It is then certainly highly interest-
ing to wonder whether a similar property holds for the more general notion of horizontal composition for
dinatural transformations too.
As we know all too well, dinatural transformations are far from being as well-behaved as natural trans-
formations, given that they do not, in general, vertically compose; on the other hand, their horizontal com-
position always works just fine. Are these two operations compatible, at least when vertical composition is
defined? The answer, unfortunately, is No, at least if by “compatible” we mean “compatible as in the natural
case (†)”. Indeed, consider classical dinatural transformations
A
op
× A B B
op
× B C
F
G
H
J
K
L
ϕ
ψ
ϕ
′
ψ
′
(10)
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such that ψ ◦ ϕ and ψ
′
◦ ϕ
′
are dinatural. Then
ϕ
′
∗ ϕ : J(Gop, F) → K(Fop,G) ψ′ ∗ ψ : K(Hop,G) → L(Gop,H)
which means that ϕ′ ∗ϕ and ψ′ ∗ψ are not even composable as families of morphisms, as the codomain of the
former is not the domain of the latter. The problem stems from the fact that the codomain of the horizontal
composition ϕ′ ∗ ϕ depends on the codomain of ϕ′ and also the domain and codomain of ϕ, which are not
the same as the domain and codomain of ψ: indeed, in order to be vertically composable, ϕ and ψmust share
only one functor, and not both. This does not happen in the natural case: the presence of mixed variance,
which forces to consider the codomain of ϕ in ϕ′ ∗ ϕ and so on, is the real culprit here.
The failure of (†) is not completely unexpected: after all, our definition of horizontal composition is
strictly more general than the classical one for natural transformations, as it extends the audience of functors
and transformations it can be applied to quite considerably. Hence it is not surprising that this comes at
the cost of losing one of its properties, albeit so desirable. Of course, one can wonder whether a different
definition of horizontal composition exists for which (†) holds. Although we cannot exclude a priori this
possibility, the fact that ours not only is a very natural generalisation of the classical definition for natural
transformations (as it follows the same idea, see discussion after Definition 3.1), but also enjoys associativity
and unitarity, let us think that we do have the right definition at hand. (As a side point, behold Figure 1: its
elegance cannot be the fruit of a wrong definition!)
What we suspect, instead, is that a different interchange law should be formulated, that can accommodate
the hexagonal shape of the dinatural condition. Indeed, what proves (†) in the natural case is the naturality
of either ϕ
′
or ψ
′
. For instance, the following diagrammatic proof uses the latter, for ϕ : F → G, ψ : G → H,
ϕ
′ : J → K, ψ′ : K → L natural:
JF(A) KF(A) LF(A)
KG(A) LG(A)
LH(A)
ϕ
′
F(A)
(ϕ
′
∗ϕ)A
ψ
′
F(A)
K(ϕA) L(ϕA)
ψ
′
G(A)
(ψ
′
∗ψ)A
L(ψA)
(The upper leg of the diagram is (ψ′ ◦ ϕ′) ∗ (ψ ◦ ϕ).) The naturality condition of ψ′ is what causes ϕ and ψ′
to swap places, allowing now ϕ and ϕ
′
to interact with each other via horizontal composition; same for ψ
and ψ
′
.
However, for ϕ, ψ, ϕ′, ψ′ dinatural as in (10), this does not happen:
J(F, F) K(F, F) L(F, F)
J(G,F) L(F,G)
J(H,F) L(F,H)
ϕ
′
ψ
′
L(1,ϕ)J(ϕ,1)
(ψ
′
◦ϕ
′
)∗ϕ
L(1,ψ)J(ψ,1)
Here, the upper leg of the diagram is again (ψ′ ◦ ϕ′)∗ (ψ ◦ ϕ); we have dropped the lower-scripts of the trans-
formations and we have written “J(H, F)” instead of “J(H(A, A), F(A, A))” to save space. The dinaturality
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conditions of ϕ
′
and ψ
′
do not allow a place-swap for ϕ and ϕ
′
or for ϕ and ψ
′
; in fact, they cannot be applied
at all! The only thing we can notice is that we can isolate ϕ from ϕ
′
, obtaining the following:
(ψ
′
◦ ϕ
′
) ∗ (ψ ◦ ϕ) = L(1, ψ) ◦
(
(ψ
′
◦ ϕ
′
) ∗ ϕ
)
◦ J(ψ, 1).
Notice that the right-hand side is not
(
(ψ′ ◦ ϕ′) ∗ ϕ
)
∗ ψ, as one might suspect at first glance, simply because
the domain of (ψ
′
◦ ϕ
′
) ∗ ϕ is not J and its codomain is not L.
It is clear then that the only assumption of ϕ′ ◦ ϕ and ψ′ ◦ ψ being dinatural (for whatever reason) is not
enough. One chance of success could come from involving the graph of our transformations; for example,
if the composite graphs Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) and Γ
(
ψ
′)
◦ Γ
(
ϕ
′) are acyclic—hence dinatural, yes, but for a “good”
reason—then maybe we could be able to deduce a suitably more general, “hexagonal” version of (†) for
dinatural transformations. It also may well be that there is simply no sort of interchange law, of course. This
is still an open question, and the matter of further study in the future. In the conclusions we shall make some
additional comments in light of the calculus we will build in the rest of the article.
4. A category of partial dinatural transformations
Since dinatural transformations do not always compose, they do not form a category. However, the work
done in Section 2 permits us to define a category whose objects are functors of mixed variance and whose
morphisms are transformations that are dinatural only in some of their variables, as we shall see. A first
attempt would be to construct {B,C} by defining:
• objects: pairs (α, F : Bα → C);
• morphisms: a morphism (α, F) → (β,G) would be a tuple (ϕ, Γ(ϕ) ,∆ϕ) where ϕ : F → G is a trans-
formation whose standard graph is Γ(ϕ), and if n is the number of connected components of Γ(ϕ)
(hence, the number of variables of ϕ), then ∆ϕ : n → {0, 1} would be the “discriminant” function that
tells us in which variables ϕ is dinatural: if ∆ϕ(i) = 1, then ϕ is dinatural in its i-th variable;
• composition: given (ϕ, Γ(ϕ) ,∆ϕ) : (α, F) → (β,G) and (ψ, Γ(ψ) ,∆ψ) : (β,G) → (γ,H) morphisms,
their composite would be (ψ ◦ ϕ, Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) ,∆ψ◦ϕ), where ψ ◦ ϕ is simply the vertical composition of
transformations ϕ and ψ, Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) is its standard graph, and ∆ψ◦ϕ(x) is defined to be 1 if and only if the
x-th connected component of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) is acyclic and ϕ and ψ are dinatural in all variables involved
in the x-th connected component of the composite graph Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ), in the sense of Theorem 2.27.
However, composition so defined fails to be associative in ∆. Suppose we have three consecutive transform-
ations ϕ, ψ and χ, dinatural in all their variables, where
Γ(ϕ) = Γ(ψ) = Γ(χ) =
Of course vertical composition of transformations is associative, therefore (χ ◦ ψ) ◦ ϕ = χ ◦ (ψ ◦ ϕ) and
Γ((χ ◦ ψ) ◦ ϕ) = Γ(χ ◦ (ψ ◦ ϕ)). Yet, ∆(χ◦ψ)◦ϕ , ∆χ◦(ψ◦ϕ): indeed, by computing Γ(χ) ◦ Γ(ψ) and then col-
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lapsing the connected components, we obtain
Γ(χ ◦ ψ) = hence Γ(χ ◦ ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) =
Since Γ(χ ◦ ψ) ◦Γ(ϕ) is acyclic, we have that (χ ◦ψ) ◦ϕ is dinatural, thus ∆(χ◦ψ)◦ϕ : 1 → {0, 1} is the function
returning 1. On the other hand, however, we have
Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) = so Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) =
which means that, when we glue together Γ(χ) and Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ), we obtain:
Γ(χ) ◦ Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ) =
which is cyclic, so ∆χ◦(ψ◦ϕ) : 1 → {0, 1} returns 0.
What went wrong? In the graph of ψ ◦ ϕ there is a path from the bottom-right node to the bottom-left
node, which then extends to a cycle once connected to Γ(χ). That path was created upon collapsing the
composite graph Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) into Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ): but in Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ) there was no path from the bottom-right node
to the bottom-left one. And rightly so: to get a token moved to the bottom-left vertex of Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(ϕ), we
have no need to put one token in the bottom-right vertex. Therefore, once we have formed Γ(ψ ◦ ϕ), we have
lost crucial information about which sources and sinks are directly connected with which others, because we
have collapsed the entire connected component into a single internal transition, with no internal places. As
it happens, by computing the composite graph in a different order, instead, no new paths have been created,
hence no cycles appear where there should not be. After all, by Theorem 2.27 we know that χ ◦ ψ ◦ ϕ is
dinatural because it can be written as the composite of two dinatural transformations, namely χ ◦ ψ and ϕ,
whose composite graph is acyclic.
This tells us that the crucial reason for which associativity fails in our preliminary definition of the cat-
egory {B,C} is that only keeping track of which connected component each of the arguments of the domain
and codomain functors belongs to is not enough: we are forgetting too much information, namely the paths
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that directly connect the white and grey boxes. Hence our transformations will have to be equipped with
more complicated Petri Nets than their standard graph that do contain internal places, and upon composition
we shall simply link the graphs together along the common interface, without collapsing entire connected
components into a single transition.
Recall from Definition 2.24 that a FBCF Petri Net is a net where all the places have at most one input and
at most one output transition. We now introduce the category of FBCF Petri Nets, using the usual definition
of morphism for bipartite graphs.
Definition 4.1. The category PN consists of the following data:
• objects are FBCF Petri Nets N = (PN , TN , •(−), (−)•) together with a fixed ordering of its connected
components. Such an ordering will allow us to speak about the “i-th connected component” of N;
• a morphism f : N → M is a pair of functions ( fP, fT ), for fP : PN → PM and fT : TN → TM, such that
for all t ∈ TN
• fT (t) = { fP(p) | p ∈ •t} and fT (t)• = { fP(p) | p ∈ t•}.
Note that if f : N → M is a morphism in PN then f preserves (undirected) paths, hence forC a connected
component of N we have that f (C) is connected. In particular, if f is an isomorphism then f (C) is a
connected component of M.
Remark 4.2. We have a canonical inclusion FinSet → PN by seeing a set as a Petri Net with only places
and no transitions.
For a function x : A → B of sets we call P(x) : P(A) → P(B) the action of the covariant powerset functor
on x, that is the function such that P(x)(S ) = {x(a) | a ∈ S } for S ⊆ A. We then have that if f : N → M is a
morphism in PN, then
TN TM
P(PN) P(PM)
fT
•(−) •(−)
P( fP)
and
TN TM
P(PN) P(PM)
fT
(−)• (−)•
P( fP)
commute by definition of the category PN.
It turns out that PN admits pushouts, hence we can form a category CoSpan(PN).
Proposition 4.3. Let N,M, L be in PN, and consider the following diagram in PN:
(PN , TN , •N(−), (−)•N) (PL, TL, •L(−), (−)•L)
(PM , TM, •M(−), (−)•M) (PQ, TQ, •Q(−), (−)•Q)
(gP ,gT )
( fP , fT ) (kP ,kT )
(hP ,hT )
(11)
where
PN PL
PM PQ
gP
fP kP
hP
and
TN TL
TM TQ
gT
fT kT
hT
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are pushouts and •Q(−) : TQ → P(PQ) is the unique map (the dashed one) that makes the following diagram
commute:
P(PN)
TN TL P(PL)
TM TQ
P(PM) P(PQ)
P( fP)
P(gP)
gT
fT
•N (−)
kT
•L(−)
P(kP)
hT
•M (−)
P(hP)
(−)•Q : TQ → P(PQ) is defined analogously. Then (11) is a pushout.
Proof. It is easily checked that (11) satisfies the definition of pushout. 
Remember from Remark 4.2 that finite sets can be seen as places-only Petri Nets: if S is a set and N is
an object in PN, then a morphism f : S → N in PN is a pair of functions f = ( fP, fT ) where fT is the empty
map ∅ : ∅ → TN . Hence, by little abuse of notation, we will refer to fP simply as f .
For later convenience, we consider the following subcategory of CoSpan(PN), whose morphisms are
essentially Petri Nets N in PN with “interfaces”, that is specific places seen as “inputs” and “outputs” of N.
Composition will then be computed by “gluing together” two consecutive nets along the common interface.
Definition 4.4. The category H consists of the following data:
• objects are lists in List{+,−};
• morphisms f : α → β are (equivalence classes of) cospans in PN of the form
|α| N |β|
λ ρ
where
– λ : |α| → PN and ρ : |β| → PN are injective functions, hence we can see |α| and |β| as subsets of PN ;
– sources(N) = {λ(i) | αi = +} ∪ {ρ(i) | βi = −};
– sinks(N) = {λ(i) | αi = −} ∪ {ρ(i) | βi = +}.
Two such cospans are in the same class if and only if they differ by an isomorphism of Petri Nets on
N coherent with λ, ρ and the ordering of the connected components of N;
• composition is that of CoSpan(PN).
Proposition 4.5. Composition in H is well defined.
Proof. Consider |α| M |β|
λ ρ
and |β| L |γ|
λ
′ ρ
′
two morphisms in H. By Proposition 4.3 then, their
composite is given by computing the pushouts
|β| PL
PM PQ
λ
′
ρ kP
hP
and
∅ TL
TM TQ
∅
∅ kT
hT
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Now, the injectivity of ρ and λ
′
implies that kP and hP are also injective, as the pushout (in Set) of an injective
map against another yields injective functions. PQ, in particular, can be seen as the quotient of PM+PL where
the elements of PM and PL with a common pre-image in |β| are identified. Next, the pushout of the empty
map against itself yields as a result the coproduct, thus TQ = TM + TL where hT and kT are the injections.
Hence, the input function of the composite is defined as follows:
TM + TL P(PQ)
t

•M(t) t ∈ TM
•L(t) t ∈ TL
•(−)
and similarly for the output function. All in all, therefore, composition in H is computed by “glueing”
together the Petri Nets M and L along the common |β|-places; the resulting morphism of H is
|α| L ◦ M |β|.
hP◦λ kP◦ρ
′
Now, for all i ∈ |β|, if βi = + then ρ(i) is a sink of M and λ
′(i) a source of L; if βi = − instead then ρ(i) is
a source of M and λ
′
(i) a sink of L: in every case, once we glue together M and L along the |β|-places to
form the composite net L ◦M, these become internal places of L ◦M, with at most one input and one output
transition each (depending whether they are proper sources or sinks in M and L). Hence L ◦ M is still a
FBCF Petri Net, and
sources(L ◦ M) =
(
sources(L) \ ρ(|β|)
)
∪
(
sources(L) \ λ′(|β|)
)
= {hP ◦ λ(i) | αi = +} ∪ {kP ◦ ρ
′
(i) | γi = −}
and similarly for sinks(N
′
◦ N). 
Generalised graphs of a transformation. We can now start working towards the definition of a category
{B,C} of functors of mixed variance and transformations that are dinatural only on some of their variables;
{B,C} will be a category over G in the sense that transformations in {B,C} will carry along, as part of
their data, certain cospans in PN. The category of graphs G will be built from {B,C} by forgetting the
transformations. As such,G will be defined after {B,C}.
It is clear how to define the objects of {B,C}: they will be pairs (α, F : B
α
→ C). Morphisms are less
obvious to define, as we learnt in our preliminary attempt on p. 32. A morphism (α, F) → (β,G) will consist
of a transformation ϕ : F → G of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
, together though with a morphism |α| N |β|
σ τ
in
H coherent with the type of ϕ, in the sense that the Petri Net N, under certain conditions, looks exactly like
Γ(ϕ) as in Definition 2.8 except that it allows for internal places as well. For example, if ψ1 and ψ2 are two
arbitrary consecutive transformations, Γ
(
ψ2
)
◦Γ
(
ψ1
)
will be coherent with the type of ψ2 ◦ψ1. In other words,
N will have n connected components, its sources (sinks) are exactly the places corresponding to the positive
(negative) entries of α and the negative (positive) entries of β, and elements in |α| (|β|) mapped by σ (τ) into
the same i ∈ {1, . . . , n} will belong to the i-th connected component of N. A priori N can contain places with
no inputs or outputs: this will be useful for the special case of ϕ = idF as we shall see in Theorem 4.12;
however, if all sources and sinks in N are proper, then N plays the role of a generalised Γ(ϕ).
Definition 4.6. Let ϕ : F → G be a transformation of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
. A cospan |α| N |β|
σ τ
in PN,
which is a representative of a morphism in H (hence σ and τ are injective), is said to be coherent with the
type of ϕ if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
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• N has n connected components;
• for all i ∈ |α| and j ∈ |β|, σ(i) belongs to the σ(i)-th connected component of N and τ( j) belongs to the
τ( j)-th connected component of N;
In this case we say that N is a generalised graph of ϕ.
Example 4.7. For ϕ : F → G a transformation of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
, recall that the set of places of Γ(ϕ) is
P = |α| + |β|. If we call ι|α| and ι|β| the injections as in Definition 2.8, then
|α| Γ(ϕ) |β|
ι|α| ι|β|
is indeed coherent with the type of ϕ. Also |α| n |β|
σ τ
itself, seen as a cospan in PN, is coherent with
itself.
Remark 4.8. If N is a generalised graph of ϕ as in the notations of Definition 4.6 and does not have any
place which is a source and a sink at once, then N has exactly |α| + |β| sources and sinks and their union
coincides with the joint image of σ and τ. Moreover, σ and τ have to make sure that they map elements of
their domain into places belonging to the correct connected component: in this way, N reflects the type of ϕ
in a Petri Net like Γ(ϕ), with the possible addition of internal places.
We shall now show how composition in H preserves generalised graphs, in the following sense.
Proposition 4.9. Let ϕ : F → G and ψ : G → H be transformations of type, respectively, |α| n |β|
σ τ
and |β| m |γ|
η θ
; let also u = |α| N |β|
σ τ
and v = |β| N
′
|γ|
η θ
be cospans in PN coherent with
the type of ϕ and ψ, respectively. Suppose the type of ψ ◦ ϕ is given by
|γ|
|β| m
|α| n l
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
and that the composite in H of u and v is given by
|γ|
|β| N
′
|α| N N
′
◦ N
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
(12)
Then v ◦ u is coherent with the type of ψ ◦ ϕ.
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Proof. As we said in the discussion after Definition 4.4, N
′
◦ N is obtained by gluing together N and N
′
along the |β| places which they have in common. The number of connected components of N
′
◦ N is indeed
l by construction. The morphisms ζ and ξ in PN are pairs of injections that map each place and transition
of N and N
′
to itself in the composite N
′
◦ N. This means that ζσ(i) does belong to the ζσ(i)-th connected
component of N
′
◦ N, as the latter contains the σ(i)-th c.c. of N; similarly the ξθ( j) belongs to the ξθ( j)-th
c.c. of N′ ◦ N. 
The morphisms of our generalised functor category {B,C} will be, therefore, transformations ϕ equipped
with a generalised graph N and a discriminant function that tells us in which variables ϕ is dinatural. The
Petri Net N will not be arbitrary though: unless ϕ is an identity transformation, N can be either Γ(ϕ) or
Γ
(
ϕk
)
◦ · · · ◦Γ
(
ϕ1
)
, for some consecutive transformations ϕ1, . . . , ϕk such that ϕ = ϕk ◦ . . . ϕ1. Therefore, only
transformations which are explicitly recognisable as the composite of two or more families of morphisms
are allowed to have an associated Petri Net, containing internal places, that is not their standard graph.
Before we proceed with the definition of {B,C}, we need the following generalisation of Theorem 2.27.
Theorem 4.10. Let ϕ j : F j → F j+1 be transformations of type |α
j
| n j |α
j+1
|
σ j τ j
for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Sup-
pose that the type of ϕk ◦ . . . ϕ1 is computed by the following pushout-pasting:
|α
k+1
|
|α
k
| nk
|α
3
| . . . . . .
|α
2
| n2 . . . . . .
|α
1
| n1 . . . . . . l
τk
σk
p
. .
.
τ2
p p
σ2
τ1
p p p
σ1
Let ξ j : n j → l be the map given by any path of morphisms from n j to l in the above diagram. If the i-th
connected component of Γ
(
ϕk
)
◦ · · · ◦Γ
(
ϕ1
)
(composite calculated inH) is acyclic and if for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
for all x ∈ ξ
−1
j {i} the transformation ϕ j is dinatural in its x-th variable, then ϕk ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ1 is dinatural in its
i-th variable.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same of Theorem 2.27, where instead of two transformations we have k:
one defines labelled markings (M0, L0, f ) and (Md, Ld, f ) corresponding to the two legs of the dinaturality
hexagon of ϕk ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ1 in its i-th variable, and uses Theorem 2.25 to prove that Md is reachable from M0,
thus showing the hexagon commutes. 
Definition 4.11. Let B and C be categories. The generalised functor category {B,C} consists of the follow-
ing data:
• objects are pairs (α, F), for α ∈ List{+,−} and F : Bα → C a functor;
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• morphisms (α, F)→ (β,G) are equivalence classes of tuples
Φ = (ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ)
where:
– ϕ : F → G is a transformation of type |α| n |β|
σ τ
,
– |α| N |β|
σ τ
is a representative of a morphism in H coherent with the type of ϕ,
– ∆Φ : n → {0, 1} is a function such that ∆Φ(i) = 1 implies that the i-th connected component of N is
acyclic and ϕ is dinatural in its i-th variable.
Moreover:
– If N consists of n places and no transitions, then (α, F) = (β,G), ϕ = idF , σ = τ = σ = τ = id|α| and
∆Φ = K1, the constant function equal to 1; in this case Φ is the identity morphism of the object (α, F).
– If N = Γ(ϕ), σ = ι|α| and τ = ι|β|, we say that Φ is atomic.
– If N , Γ(ϕ) and Φ , id(α,F), then there exist Φ1, . . . ,Φk atomic such that Φ = Φk ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1 in {B,C},
according to the composition law to follow in this Definition.
We say thatΦ ∼ Φ
′
, forΦ
′
= (ϕ
′
, |α| n |β|
σ
′
τ
′
, |α| N
′
|β|
σ
′
τ
′
,∆Φ′ ), if and only if the transformations
differ only by a permutation of their variables (in a coherent way with the rest of the data) and N and N′
are coherently isomorphic: more precisely, when
– there is a permutation π : n → n such that σ′ = πσ, τ′ = πτ, ϕ′A1,...,An = ϕAπ1,...,Aπn , ∆Φ = ∆Φ
′π;
– there is an isomorphism f = ( fP, fT ) : N → N
′
in PN such that the following diagram commutes:
|α| N |β|
N
′
σ
σ
′
f
τ
τ
′
mapping the i-th connected component of N to the π(i)-th connected component of N
′
.
• Composition of Φ as above and and
Ψ = (ψ, |β| m |γ|
η θ
, |β| N
′
|γ|
η θ
,∆Ψ) : (β,G) → (γ,H)
is component-wise: it is the equivalence class of the tuple
Ψ ◦ Φ = (ψ ◦ ϕ, |α| l |γ|
ζσ ξθ
, |α| N
′
◦ N |γ|
ζσ ξθ
,∆Ψ◦Φ) (13)
where ψ ◦ ϕ is the transformation of type given by the result of the pushout:
|γ|
|β| m
|α| n l
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
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N
′
◦ N is computed by composing in H, that is by performing the pushout in PN:
|γ|
|β| N′
|α| N N′ ◦ N
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
and the discriminant ∆Ψ◦Φ : l → {0, 1} is obtained by setting ∆Ψ◦Φ(x) = 1 if and only if the x-th connected
component of N′ ◦ N is acyclic and for all y ∈ ζ−1{x} and z ∈ ξ−1{x} we have that ∆Φ(y) = 1 = ∆Ψ(z). The
latter condition is tantamount to asking that ϕ and ψ are dinatural in all the variables involved by the x-th
connected component of the composite graph N′ ◦ N of ψ ◦ ϕ.
Theorem 4.12. {B,C} is indeed a category.
Proof. First of all, if Φ and Ψ as above are in {B,C}, it is not difficult to check that the equivalence class of
Ψ ◦Φ as in (13) does not depend on the choice of representatives for the classes of Φ and Ψ.
Next, we aim to prove that Ψ ◦Φ is again a morphism of {B,C}. By Proposition 4.9 we have that N
′
◦ N
is a generalised graph for ψ ◦ ϕ. In order to prove that ∆Ψ◦Φ correctly defines a morphism of {B,C}, that is
that if ∆Ψ◦Φ(i) = 1 then ψ ◦ ϕ is indeed dinatural in its i-th variable, we first show that composition in {B,C}
is associative: once we have done that we will use Theorem 4.10 to conclude.
Consider
Φ1 = (ϕ1, |α| n |β|
σ1 τ1
, |α| N1 |β|
σ1 τ1
,∆Φ) : (α, F) → (β,G),
Φ2 = (ϕ2, |β| m |γ|
σ2 τ2
, |β| N2 |γ|
σ2 τ2
,∆Φ2 ) : (β,G) → (γ,H),
Φ3 = (ϕ3, |γ| p |δ|
σ3 τ3
, |γ| N3 |δ|
σ3 τ3
,∆Φ3) : (γ,H) → (δ,K).
We know that composition of cospans via pushout is associative, as well as composition of transformations;
suppose therefore that ϕ3 ◦ ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1 has type given by:
|δ|
|γ| p
|β| m q
|α| n l r
τ3
σ3
τ2
p
ξ2
σ2
τ1
p
ζ2
ξ1
p
ξ3
σ1 ζ1 ζ3
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and the generalised graph N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1 is obtained as the result of the following pushout-pasting:
|δ|
|γ| N3
|β| N2 N3 ◦ N2
|α| N1 N2 ◦ N1 N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1
τ3
σ3
τ2
p
ξ2
σ2
τ1
p
ζ2
ξ1
p
ξ3
σ1 ζ1 ζ3
We prove that ∆Φ3◦(Φ2◦Φ1) = ∆(Φ3◦Φ2)◦Φ1 . We have that ∆Φ3◦(Φ2◦Φ1)(x) = 1 if and only if, by definition:
(1) the x-th c.c. of N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1 is acyclic;
(2) ∀y ∈ ζ−13 {x}.∆Φ2◦Φ1(y) = 1;
(3) ∀z ∈ (ξ3 ◦ ξ2)
−1
{x}.∆Φ3 (z) = 1;
which is equivalent to say that:
(1) the x-th c.c. of N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1 is acyclic;
(2a) ∀y ∈ l.
[
ζ3(y) = x ⇒ y-th c.c. of N2 ◦ N1 is acyclic
]
;
(2b) ∀y ∈ l.
[
ζ3(y) = x ⇒ ∀a ∈ n.
(
ζ1(a) = y ⇒ ∆Φ1 (a) = 1
)]
;
(2c) ∀y ∈ l.
[
ζ3(y) = x ⇒ ∀b ∈ m.
(
ξ1(b) = y ⇒ ∆Φ2 (b) = 1
)]
;
(3) ∀z ∈ p.
[
ξ3
(
ξ2(z)
)
= x ⇒ ∆Φ3 (z) = 1
]
.
Call A the conjunction of the conditions above. Next, we have that ∆(Φ3◦Φ2)◦Φ1 (x) = 1 if and only if:
(i) the x-th c.c. of N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1 is acyclic;
(ii) ∀a ∈ n.
[
ζ3
(
ζ1(a)
)
= x ⇒ ∆Φ1 (a) = 1
]
;
(iiia) ∀w ∈ q.
[
ξ3(w) = x ⇒ w-th c.c. of N3 ◦ N2 is acyclic
]
;
(iiib) ∀w ∈ q.
[
ξ3(w) = x ⇒ ∀b ∈ m.
(
ζ2(b) = w ⇒ ∆Φ2 (b) = 1
)]
;
(iiic) ∀w ∈ q.
[
ξ3(w) = x ⇒ ∀z ∈ p.
(
ξ2(z) = w ⇒ ∆Φ3 (z) = 1
)]
Call B the conjunction of these last five conditions. We prove that A implies B; in a similar way one can
prove the converse as well.
(ii) Let a ∈ n, suppose ζ3
(
ζ1(a)
)
= x. By (2b), with y = ζ1(a), we have ∆Φ1 (a) = 1.
(iiia) Let w ∈ q, suppose ξ3(w) = x. Then the w-th c.c. of N3 ◦ N2 must be acyclic as it is part of the x-th c.c.
of N3 ◦ N2 ◦ N1, which is acyclic.
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(iiib) Let w ∈ q, suppose ξ3(w) = x. Let also b ∈ m and suppose ζ2(b) = w. Then x = ξ3
(
ζ2(b)
)
= ζ3
(
ξ1(b)
)
.
By (2c), with y = ξ1(b), we have ∆Φ2 (b) = 1.
(iiic) Let w ∈ q, suppose ξ3(w) = x. Let z ∈ p be such that ξ2(z) = w. Then ξ3
(
ξ2(z)
)
= x: by (3), we have
∆Φ3(z) = 1.
Hence composition is associative. Take now Φ and Ψ consecutive morphisms of {B,C} as in the Defini-
tion of {B,C}. ThenΦ = Φk◦· · ·◦Φ1 for someΦ j’s, in particular ϕ = ϕk◦· · ·◦ϕ1 for some ϕ j’s, and ∆Φ(i) = 1
precisely when the i-th connected component of N is acyclic and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} the transformation ϕ j is
dinatural in all its variables involved in the i-th c.c. of N: one can see this by simply unfolding the definition
of ∆Φk◦···◦Φ1 , extending the case of ∆Φ3◦Φ2◦Φ1 above. Similarly forΨ = Ψk
′ ◦ . . .Ψ1, with ψ = ψk′ ◦ . . . ψ1. We
have then that if
N′ ◦ N = Γ
(
ψk′
)
◦ · · · ◦ Γ
(
ψ1
)
◦ Γ
(
ϕk
)
◦ · · · ◦ Γ
(
ϕ1
)
is acyclic in its x-th connected component and for all y ∈ ζ
−1
{x} and z ∈ ξ
−1
{x} we have that ∆Φ(y) = 1 =
∆Ψ(z), then all the ϕ j’s and ψ j’s are dinatural in all their variables involved in the x-th connected component
of N
′
◦ N: by Theorem 4.10, we have that ψ ◦ ϕ is dinatural in its x-th variable. Hence Ψ ◦ Φ is still a
morphism of {B,C}.
All that is left to prove is that composition is unitary where the identity morphism of (α, F) is given by
the equivalence class of
(idF , |α| |α| |α|
id id
, |α| |α| |α|
id id
,K1),
which is indeed a morphism of {B,C} because, as discussed in Example 4.7 we have that |α| is a generalised
graph for idF ; moreover, the identity transformation is indeed (di)natural in all its variables, therefore the
constant function equal to 1, K1, is a valid discriminant function for id|α|.
Let
Φ = (ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ) : (α, F) → (β,G).
We prove thatΦ ◦ id(α,F) = Φ and id(β,G) ◦Φ = Φ (by “Φ” here we mean its equivalence class). It is clear that
Φ ◦ id(α,F) consists of ϕ together with its type and generalised graph as specified in Φ. Also, ∆Φ◦id(α,F) (x) = 1
precisely when the x-th connected component of N is acyclic and ∆Φ(x) = 1, by definition. Given that
∆Φ(x) = 1 implies that the x-th c.c. of N is acyclic, we have that ∆Φ◦id(α,F) = ∆Φ. One can prove in a similar
way the other identity law. 
Remark 4.13. The condition “∆Φ(i) = 1 implies that the i-th connected component of N is acyclic” in
Definition 4.11 is designed to ignore dinaturality properties that happen to be satisfied “by accident”, as
it were, which could cause problems upon composition. Indeed, suppose that we have a transformation ϕ
which is the composite of four transformations ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4, whose resulting generalised graph, obtained by
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pasting together Γ(ϕ1), . . . , Γ(ϕ4), is as follows:
N =
Call Φ the tuple in {B,C} consisting of ϕ with its type 1 1 1 and N as a generalised graph, as a
composite of the atomic morphisms of {B,C} given by ϕ1, . . . , ϕ4. Suppose that ϕ happens to be dinatural
in its only variable for some reason (extreme example: the category C is the terminal category). If in the
definition of {B,C} the only condition on ∆ were “∆Φ(i) = 1 implies ϕ dinatural in its i-th variable”, without
requiring that the i-th connected component of N be acyclic if ∆Φ(i) = 1, then equipping ϕ in Φ with a
discriminant function ∆Φ defined as
1 1
1 1
∆Φ
would be legitimate. Compose now Φ with the identity morphism of {B,C}: by definition we would obtain
againΦ except for the discriminant function, which would be defined as ∆Φ◦id (1) = 0 because the composite
graph, which is N, is not acyclic. Composition would not be unitary! The condition “the i-th connected
component of N is acyclic whenever ∆Φ(i) = 1” in Definition 4.11 is therefore not only sufficient, but also
necessary for unitarity of composition in {B,C}.
Remark 4.14. Although it is impossible, in general, to judge whether a transformation is or is not a com-
posite of others by looking at its type, one can distinguish atomic morphisms of {B,C} from composite
morphisms by looking at the generalised graph N they come with. Indeed, if
Φ = (ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ)
is a non-identity morphism of {B,C}, then Φ is atomic if and only if N = Γ(ϕ). In case N , Γ(ϕ), then N
contains internal places as a result of composing together “atomic” graphs of transformations: that is, we
have that ϕ = ϕk ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ1 for some transformations ϕi, and N = Γ
(
ϕk
)
◦ · · · ◦ Γ
(
ϕ1
)
. This decomposition of
ϕ and N is not necessarily unique.
The category of graphs. We can now finally individuate the category G of graphs of transformations. To
do so, we will first build a category G
∗
, which will consist of those morphisms in H that are the generalised
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graph of a transformation in {B,C}, together with a discriminant function. The category of graphsG we seek
will be defined as a subcategory of it.
We begin by defining the notion of skeleton of a morphism in H, as it will be useful later on.
Definition 4.15. Let f = |α| N |β|
σ τ
be a morphism in H, and let n be the number of connected com-
ponents of N. The skeleton of the cospan f is an (equivalence class of) cospan(s) in FinSet
|α| n |β|
σ τ
where σ(i) is the number of the connected component of N to which σ(i) belongs to, and similarly is defined
τ.
Remark 4.16. If ϕ is a transformation and N is a generalised graph of ϕ, then the type of ϕ is the skeleton
of N.
The category G∗ will then consist of only part of the data of {B,C}, obtained, as it were, by discarding
functors and transformations, and only considering the graphs and the discriminant functions.
Definition 4.17. The categoryG
∗
of graphs consists of the following data.
• Objects are lists in List{+,−}.
• Morphisms α → β are equivalence classes of pairs
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆N
)
where:
– (σ, τ,N) is a morphism in H,
– let n be the number of connected components of N: then ∆N : n → {0, 1} is called discriminant
function and it is such that ∆(i) = 1 implies that the i-th connected component of N is acyclic.
A pair above is equivalent to another ((σ′, τ′,N′),∆N′ ), where N
′ also has n connected components, if and
only if there exists f : N → N
′
an isomorphism in PN and π : n → n a permutation such that
|α| N |β|
N
′
σ
σ
′
f
τ
τ
′
and
n {0, 1}
n
∆N
π
∆
′
N
commute and f maps the i-th c.c. of N to the π(i)-th c.c. of N
′
.
• Composition is defined exactly as in {B,C}. To wit, composition of
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆N
)
and
(
|β| N |γ|
η θ
,∆N′
)
is the equivalence class of the pair
( |α| N
′
◦ N |γ|
ζσ ξθ
,∆g◦ f )
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where N
′
◦ N is the Petri Net given by the result of the pushout
|γ|
|β| N
′
|α| N N
′
◦ N
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
and ∆N′◦N is defined as follows. If |α| n |β|
σ τ
and |β| m |γ|
η θ
are the skeletons of (σ, τ,N) and
(η, θ,N
′
) respectively, then the skeleton of (ζσ, ξθ,N
′
◦ N) is given by the pushout
|γ|
|β| m
|α| n l
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
(cf. Proposition 4.9). Define therefore ∆N′◦N(x) = 1 if and only if the x-th connected component of N
′
◦N
is acyclic and for all y ∈ ζ−1{x} and z ∈ ξ−1{x} we have that ∆N(y) = 1 = ∆N′ (z).
Definition 4.18. The category G of graphs is the wide subcategory of G∗ (that is, it contains all the objects
of G∗) generated by equivalence classes of pairs
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆N
)
where PN = |α|+ |β|, σ = ι|α|, τ = ι|β| and for all p place, |•p|+ |p•| = 1 (equivalently, N has no internal places
and every place is either a proper source or a proper sink). Hence, the general morphism of G is either:
• an identity
(
|α| |α| |α|
id id
,K1
)
,
• a generator satisfying the conditions above; such morphisms are called atomic,
• a finite composite of atomic morphisms.
The assignment (α, F) 7→ α and
[
(ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| Γ(ϕ) |β|
ι|α| ι|β|
,∆Φ)
]
7→
[(
|α| Γ(ϕ) |β|
ι|α| ι|β|
,∆Φ
)]
mapping atomic morphisms of {B,C} to atomic morphisms of G uniquely extends to a functor Γ : {B,C} →
G. Moreover, Γ has two special properties, by virtue of the “modularity” of our {B,C} and G and the fact
that all and only atoms in {B,C} have atomic images: it reflects compositions and identities. By “reflects
identities” we mean that if Φ : (α, F) → (α, F) is such that Γ(Φ) = id|α|, then Φ = id(α,F). By “reflects
compositions” we mean that if Φ is a morphism in {B,C} and Γ(Φ) is not atomic, i.e. Γ(Φ) = (Nk,∆k) ◦ · · · ◦
(N1,∆1) with (Ni,∆i) atomic in G, then there must exist Φ1, . . . ,Φk morphisms in {B,C} such that:
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• Φ = Φk ◦ · · · ◦ Φ1,
• Γ(Φi) = (Ni,∆i).
Hence, sayΦ = (ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ): then there must exist transformationsϕi with graph
Γ
(
ϕi
)
(hence atomic), dinatural according to ∆i, such that ϕ = ϕk ◦ · · · ◦ ϕ1, cf. Remark 4.14. In other words,
Γ satisfies the following definition.
Definition 4.19. Let D,E be any categories. A functor P : D → E is said to be a weak Conduché fibration
(WCF) if, given f : A → B in D:
• P( f ) = id implies f = id;
• given a decomposition P( f ) = u◦v in E, we have that there exist g, h in D such that f = g◦h, P(g) = u,
P(h) = v.
We define Cat E to be the full subcategory of
Cat
E whose objects are the categories over E whose aug-
mentation is a weak Conduché fibration.
We have then proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.20. {B,C} is an object of Cat G.
Conduché fibrations were introduced in [4] as a re-discovery after the original work of Giraud [9] on
exponentiable functors in slice categories. Our notion is weaker in not requiring the additional property of
uniqueness of the decomposition f = g ◦ h up to equivalence, where we say that two factorisations g ◦ h
and g
′
◦ h
′
are equivalent if there exists a morphism j : codom (h) → dom
(
g
′)
such that everything in sight
commutes in the following diagram:
codom (h) B
A dom
(
g
′)
g
jh
h
′
g
′
We will not, in fact, need such uniqueness; moreover, it is not evident whether our Γ is a Conduché fibration
or not.
Remark 4.21. The fact that {B,C} is not just an object of Cat G, but even of
Cat
G, will allow us to build
the substitution categoryA◦B just for categoriesA overG whose augmentation is more than a mere functor:
it is a weak Conduché fibration. The main advantage of restricting our attention to Cat G is that a category
A in it inherits, in a sense, the modular structure of G, as we shall see in the next Lemma.
Definition 4.22. Let P : D → G be an object of Cat G. A morphism d in D is said to be atomic if P(d) is
atomic.
Lemma 4.23. Suppose that, in the following diagram, P is a weak Conduché fibration and Q is an ordinary
functor.
D F
G
Q
P
Then Q is completely determined on morphisms by the image of atomic morphisms of D.
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Proof. Let d : D → D
′
be a morphism in D with P(D) = α, P(D
′
) = β and P(d) =
[(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆d
)]
.
If P(d) is not atomic, then either P(d) = id, in which case d = id (because P is a weak Conduché fibration),
or P(d) = (Nk,∆k) ◦ · · · ◦ (N1,∆1) for some (not necessarily unique) atomic (Ni,∆i). Hence there must exist
d1, . . . , dk in D such that d = dk ◦ · · · ◦ d1 and P(di) = (Ni,∆i). Then Q(d) will necessarily be defined as id
in the first case, or as Q(dk) ◦ · · · ◦ Q(d1) in the second case, otherwise Q would not be a functor. 
5. The category of formal substitutions
Kelly [17], after defining his generalised functor category {B,C} for covariant functors andmany-variable
natural transformations only, proceeds by showing that the functor {B,−} has a left adjoint, which he denotes
with − ◦ B. The category A ◦ B will be essential to capture the central idea of substitution.
Here we aim to do the same in our more general setting where {B,C} comprises mixed-variance functors
and many-variable, partial dinatural transformations. First, we give an explicit definition of the functor
{B,−} : Cat → Cat G. Given a functor K : C → C
′
, we define {B,K} : {B,C} → {B,C
′
} to be the functor
mapping (α, F : Bα → C) to (α,KF : Bα → C′); and if
Φ = (ϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ) : (α, F) → (β,G)
is a morphism in {B,C}, then {B,K}(Φ) is obtained by whiskering K with ϕ, obtaining therefore a transform-
ation with the same type and generalised graph as before, with the same dinaturality properties:
{B,K}(Φ) = (Kϕ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆Φ).
In particular, {B,K} is clearly a functor overG. It is a classic exercise in Category Theory to prove that {B,−}
is continuous, see [33, Theorem 3.52], which is a necessary condition for the existence of a left adjoint
− ◦ B : Cat G → Cat.
We shall prove that a left adjoint does exist by first constructing the category A ◦ B explicitly, and then
showing the existence of a universal arrow (A ◦B, FA : A → {B,A ◦B}) from A to {B,−}: this will yield the
desired adjunction.
To see what A ◦ B looks like, we follow Kelly’s strategy: we aim to prove that there is a natural iso-
morphism
Cat(A ◦ B,C)  Cat G(A, {B,C})
and we use this to deduce how A ◦ B must be. Write Γ for all augmentations (as weak Conduché fibrations)
over G, and let Φ be an element of Cat G(A, {B,C}). We now spell out all we can infer from this fact. To
facilitate reading, and to comply with Kelly’s notation in [17], we shall now refer to the A-th component of
a transformation ϕ, for A = (A1, . . . , Am) say, as ϕ(A) instead of ϕA.
(a) For all A ∈ A, Γ(A) = α we have ΦA : B
α
→ C is a functor, hence
(a.i) for every B = (B1, . . . , B|α|) object of B
α
, ΦA(B) is an object of C,
(a.ii) for all g = (g1, . . . , g|α|), with gi : Bi → B
′
i a morphism in B, we have
Φ(A)(g) : ΦA(B′i | Bi)i∈|α| → ΦA(Bi | B
′
i)i∈|α|
is a morphism in C.
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This data is subject to functoriality of ΦA, that is:
(1) For every B object of Bα, ΦA(idB) = idΦA(B).
(2) For h = (h1, . . . , h|α|), with hi : B
′
i → B
′′
i morphism of B,
ΦA(gi ◦Bop hi | hi ◦B gi)i∈|α| = ΦA(gi | hi)i∈|α| ◦ΦA(hi | gi)i∈|α|.
(b) For all f : A → A
′
in A with Γ( f ) =
[(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆ f
)]
, we have that Φ f is an equivalence class
of transformations whose graphs are representatives of Γ( f ), such transformations being dinatural in some
variables according to ∆ f . Hence for all ξ =
(
(σ, τ,N),∆ξ
)
∈ Γ( f ) we have a transformationΦ fξ : ΦA → ΦA
′
whose type |α| n |β|
σ τ
is the skeleton of (σ, τ,N) and with discriminant function∆ξ that tells us in which
variables Φ fξ is dinatural. Therefore to give Φ f one has to provide, for all ξ =
(
(σ, τ,N),∆ξ
)
∈ Γ( f ), for
every B = (B1, . . . , Bn) object of B
n
, a morphism in C
Φ fξ(B) : ΦA(Bσ) → ΦA
′
(Bτ)
such that:
(3) for all π : n → n permutation,Φ fπξ(B) = Φ fξ(Bπ),
(4) for B′ = (B′1, . . . , B
′
n) in B
n and for g = (g1, . . . , gn) : B → B
′ in Bn, where if ∆ξ(i) = 0 then Bi = B
′
i
and gi = idBi , the following hexagon commutes:
ΦA(Bσ) ΦA′(Bτ)
ΦA(B′σi | Bσi)i∈|α| ΦA
′(Bτi | B
′
τi)i∈|β|
ΦA(B
′
σ) ΦA
′
(B
′
τ)
Φ fξ (B)
ΦA
′
(Bτi|gτi)i∈|β|ΦA(gσi |Bσi)i∈|α|
ΦA(Bσi |gσi)i∈|α|
Φ fξ (B
′
)
ΦA
′
(gτi |Bτi)i∈|β|
(c) The data provided in (a) and (b) is subject to the functoriality of Φ itself, hence:
(5) Φ(idA) = idΦA,
(6) for f : A → A
′
and f
′
: A
′
→ A
′′
, Φ( f
′
◦A f ) = Φ f
′
◦{B,C} Φ f .
We now mirror all the data and properties of a functor Φ : A → {B,C} over G to define the category
A ◦ B.
Definition 5.1. Let A be a category over G via a weak Conduché fibration Γ : A → G, and let B be any
category. The category A ◦ B of formal substitutions of elements of B into those of A is the free category
generated by the following data. We use the same enumeration as above to emphasise the correspondence
between each piece of information.
(a.i) Objects are of the form A[B], for A an object of A with Γ(A) = α, and for B = (B1, . . . , B|α|) in B
α
. As
it is standard in many-variable calculi, we shall drop a set of brackets and write A[B1, . . . , B|α|] instead of
A[(B1, . . . , B|α|)].
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(a.ii),(b) Morphisms are to be generated by
A[g] : A[B
′
i | Bi]i∈|α| → A[Bi | B
′
i]i∈|α|
for A in A with Γ(A) = α, g = (g1, . . . , g|α|) and gi : Bi → B
′
i in B, and by
fξ[B] : A[Bσ] → A
′
[Bτ]
for f : A → A
′
in A, ξ =
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆ξ
)
a representative of Γ( f ), (σ, τ, n) the skeleton of (σ, τ,N),
B = (B1, . . . , Bn) object of B
n
.
Such data is subject to the following conditions:
(3) For every permutation π : n → n and for every B = (B1, . . . , Bn) object of B
n
fπξ[B] = fξ[Bπ].
(1),(5) For all A ∈ A with Γ(A) = α and for every B = (B1, . . . , B|α|) object of B
α
A[idB] = idA[B] = idA[B].
(2) For all A ∈ A with Γ(A) = α, for all gi : Bi → B
′
i and hi : B
′
i → B
′′
i in B, i ∈ {1, . . . , |α|}
A[gi ◦Bop hi | hi ◦B gi]i∈|α| = A[gi | hi]i∈|α| ◦ A[hi | gi]i∈|α|.
(6) For all f : A → A′ and f ′ : A′ → A′′ in A, for all
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆
)
∈ Γ( f ) and
(
|β| M |γ|
η θ
,∆
′)
∈ Γ( f
′
),
with (σ, τ, n) and (η, θ,m) the skeletons of, respectively, (σ, τ,N) and (η, θ,M), and for all choices of a
pushout
|γ|
|β| m
|α| n l
θ
τ
η
p
ξ
σ ζ
each choice determining the skeleton of (the first projection of) a representative of Γ( f
′
◦ f ), and for all
B = (B1, . . . , Bl) object of B
l
f ′(η,θ)[Bξ] ◦ f(σ,τ)[Bζ] = ( f
′
◦ f )(ζσ,ξθ)[B].
(4) For all f : A → A′, ξ =
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆ξ
)
∈ Γ( f ), with (σ, τ, n) the skeleton of (σ, τ,N), for all
B = (B1, . . . , Bn), B
′
= (B
′
1, . . . , B
′
n) objects of B
n
and for all g = (g1, . . . , gn) : B → B
′
, with Bi = B
′
i and
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gi = idBi if ∆ξ(i) = 0, the following hexagon commutes:
A[Bσ] A′[Bτ]
A[B′σi | Bσi]i∈|α| A
′[Bτi | B
′
τi]i∈|β|
A[B′σ] A′[B′τ]
fξ [B]
A
′[Bτi|gτi]i∈|β|A[gσi |Bσi]i∈|α|
A[Bσi |gσi]i∈|α|
fξ [B
′]
A
′[gτi |Bτi]i∈|β|
(14)
We will denote the diagonal of 14 as f [g].
Remark 5.2. By (5) and (2), we have
A[g] = idA[g]
and by (1), we have
f [B] = f [idB]
which is coherent with the usual notation of A for idA.
Since two consecutive morphisms both of type (a.ii) or both of type (b) can be merged together into a
single one by (2) and (6), we have no way, in general, to swap the order of a morphism of type A[g] followed
by one of the form fξ[B], because the only axiom that relates the two generators is (14). Therefore, all we
can say about the general morphism of A ◦ B is that it is a string of compositions of alternate morphisms of
type (a.ii) and (b), subject to the equations (1)-(6).
Remark 5.3. If A is such that |Γ(A)| = 1 for all objects A in A, then A ◦ B is highly reminiscent of the
category A ⊗ B as described by Power and Robinson in [32]. The authors studied the other symmetric
monoidal closed structure of Cat, where the exponential [B,C] is the category of functors from B to C and
morphisms are simply transformations (not necessarily natural), and ⊗B is the tensor functor that is the left
adjoint of [B,−]. The category A ⊗ B has pairs (A, B) of objects of A and B, and a morphism from (A, B) to
(A
′
, B
′
) is a finite sequence of non-identity arrows consisting of alternate chains of consecutive morphisms
ofA and B. Composition is given by concatenation followed by cancellation accorded by the composition in
A and B, much like our A ◦ B. The only difference with their case is that we have the additional dinaturality
equality (4). For an arbitrary category A over G, our A ◦ B would be a sort of generalised tensor product,
where the number of objects of B we “pair up” with an object A of A depends on Γ(A).
We are now ready to show that {B,−} has indeed a left adjoint. This is going to be a crucial step towards
a complete substitution calculus for dinatural transformations; we shall discuss some ideas and conjectures
about the following steps in the conclusions.
Theorem 5.4. The functor {B,−} has a left adjoint
Cat
G Cat
−◦B
{B,−}
⊥
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therefore there is a natural isomorphism
Cat
(
A ◦ B,C
)
 Cat G
(
A, {B,C}
)
. (15)
Moreover, ◦ : Cat G × Cat → Cat is a functor.
Proof. Recall that to give an adjunction (− ◦B) ⊣ {B,−} is equivalent to give, for all A ∈ Cat G, a universal
arrow (A◦B, FA : A → {B,A◦B}) fromA to the functor {B,−}; FA being a morphism of Cat G. This means
that, for a fixed A, we have to define a functor overG that makes the following triangle commute:
A {B,A ◦ B}
G
FA
Γ Γ
and that is universal among all arrows from A to {B,−}: for all arrows (C,Φ : A → {B,C}) from A to {B,−}
(Φ being a functor overG), there must exist a unique morphism in Cat, that is a functor, H : A◦B → C such
that
A {B,A ◦ B}
{B,C}
FA
Φ
{B,H}
commutes. In the proof we will refer to properties (1)-(6) as given in the definition of A ◦ B.
Let then A be a category overG with Γ : A → G a weak Conduché fibration. We define the action of FA
on objects first. If A is an object of A with Γ(A) = α, then the assignment
B
α
A ◦ B
B A[B]
B′ A[B′]
FA (A)
g A[g]
is a functor by virtue of (1) and (2). By little abuse of notation, call FA(A) also the pair (α, FA(A)), which is
an object of {B,A ◦ B}.
To define FA on morphisms, let f : A → A
′
be a morphism in A, with Γ(A) = α, Γ(A
′
) = β, let
ξ =
(
|α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆ξ
)
∈ Γ( f ),
and call |α| n |β|
σ τ
the skeleton of (σ, τ,N). We define FA( f ) : FA(A) → FA(A
′) to be the equivalent
class of the tuple (
FA( f )ξ, |α| n |β|
σ τ
, |α| N |β|
σ τ
,∆ξ
)
where FA( f )ξ is a transformation whose general component is
FA(A)(Bσ) FA(A
′
)(Bτ)
A[Bσ] A
′
[Bτ]
=
fξ[B]
=
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Then FA( f )ξ is indeed dinatural in its i-th variable whenever ∆ξ(i) = 1 because of (4). Moreover, FA is well-
defined on morphisms because of (3) and is in fact a functor thanks to (5) and (6). Finally, FA( f ) so defined
is indeed a morphism of {B,A ◦ B}: if f is such that Γ( f ) is atomic, then FA( f ) is an atomic morphism of
{B,A ◦B}; if instead Γ( f ) = (Nk,∆k) ◦ · · · ◦ (N1,∆1) where (Ni,∆i) is atomic, then there exists a factorisation
f = fk ◦ · · · ◦ f1 in A with Γ( fi) = (Ni,∆i) because Γ is a weak Conduché fibration. By functoriality of FA,
we have that FA( f ) = FA( fk) ◦ · · · ◦ FA( f1), hence it is a composite of atomic morphisms of {B,A ◦ B}.
We now prove that FA is universal. Let then Φ : A → {B,C} be a morphism in Cat G, that is a functor
over G. We define H : A ◦ B → C as follows:
(a.i) For A ∈ A with Γ(A) = α and B ∈ B
α
,
H
(
A[B]
)
= Φ(A)(B);
(a.ii) For A ∈ A with Γ(A) = α, for g in B
α
,
H
(
A[g]
)
= Φ(A)(g);
(b) For f : A → A′ in A, ξ = (Nξ,∆ξ) ∈ Γ( f ) where Nξ has n connected components, for B ∈ B
n,
H
(
fξ[B]
)
= Φ( f )ξ(B),
where Φ( f )ξ is the representative of Φ( f ) whose type is given by the skeleton of Nξ , cf. the discussion on
the data entailed by a functor Φ : A → {B,C} over G preceding Definition 5.1.
H so defined on the generators of A ◦ B extends to a unique functor provided that H preserves the equalities
(1)-(6) in A ◦ B, which it does as they have been designed precisely to reflect all the properties of a functor
Φ : A → {B,C}, and H is defined using Φ accordingly. Finally, by construction
A {B,A ◦ B}
{B,C}
FA
Φ
{B,H}
commutes. The uniqueness of H follows from the fact that the commutativity of the above triangle implies
that Φ(A) = H(FA(A)) for all A ∈ A and Φ( f ) = H(FA( f )), hence any such functor H must be defined as we
did to make the triangle commutative.
With such a universal arrow (A ◦B, FA : A → {B,A ◦B}) we can define a functor − ◦B which is the left
adjoint of {B,−}. Given F : A → A
′
a functor over G, by universality of FA there exists a unique functor
F ◦ B : A ◦ B → A′ ◦ B that makes the following square commute:
A {B,A ◦ B}
A
′
{B,A
′
◦ B}
FA
F {B,F◦B}
F
A
′
Such F ◦ B is defined on objects as F ◦ B
(
A[B]
)
= (FA′ ◦ F)(A)(B) = FA[B] and on morphisms as
F ◦ B
(
A[g]
)
= FA[g], F ◦ B
(
f [B]
)
= F f [B].
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Finally, ◦ extends to a functor
Cat
G × Cat Cat
A B A ◦ B
A
′
B
′
A
′
◦ B
′
◦
F G F◦G
where F ◦G is defined as follows on the generators:
• F ◦G
(
A[B]
)
= FA[GB],
• F ◦G
(
A[g]
)
= FA[Gg],
• F ◦G
(
f [B]
)
= F f [GB]
(where GB = (GB1, . . . ,GB|α|) if B = (B1, . . . , B|α|)). It is easy to see that F ◦ G is well defined (i.e. it
preserves equalities in A ◦ B), thanks to the functoriality of F and G. It is also immediate to verify that ◦ is
indeed a functor. 
6. Conclusions
The ultimate goal to achieve a complete substitution calculus of dinatural transformations is to obtain an
appropriate functor over G
M : {B,C} ◦ {A,B} → {A,C}
which, de facto, realises a formal substitution of functors into functors and transformations into transform-
ations as an actual new functor or transformation. As in Kelly’s case, horizontal composition of dinatural
transformations will be at the core, we believe, of the desired functor; the rules of vertical composition are,
instead, already embodied into the definition of {B,C}.
SuchM will arise as a consequence of proving thatCat G is a monoidal closed category, much like Kelly
did, by showing that the natural isomorphism (15) extends to
Cat
G(A ◦ B,C) 
Cat
G(A, {B,C}).
Necessarily then, we will first have to show that the substitution category A ◦ B is itself an object of Cat G.
Following Kelly’s steps described in [17, §2.1], this will be done by extending our functor ◦ : Cat G×Cat →
Cat to a functor
◦ : Cat G ×
Cat
G →
Cat
G,
exhibiting Cat G as a monoidal category, with tensor ◦. To do so in his case, Kelly defined A ◦ B just as
before, ignoring the augmentation on B, and then augmented A ◦ B using the augmentations of A and B.
In fact, what he did, using the category P of permutations, was to regard P as a category over itself in the
obvious way and then to define a functor P : P ◦ P → P that computes substitution of permutations into
permutations. That done, he set Γ : A ◦ B → P as a composite
A ◦ B P
P ◦ P
ΓA◦ΓB
P
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This suggests, as usual, to do the same in our case. Hence, the next step will be to come up with a substitution
functor
S : G ◦G → G,
which is tantamount to define an operation of substitution of graphs, and then define Γ : A ◦ B → G as
A ◦ B G
G ◦G
ΓA◦ΓB
S
(16)
A possible hint to how to do this is given by how we defined the horizontal composition of dinatural
transformations in Chapter 3, and what happened to the graphs of the transformations (that is, we consider
the special case of A = B = {C,C}). Looking back at Example 3.6, when we computed the first horizontal
composition of δ and (evalA,B)A,B, in fact we considered the formal substitution eval
[
δ, ([+], idC)
]
in {C,C} ◦
{C,C}, whichwe then realised into the transformation eval
1
∗δ. This realisation part is what the desired functor
M will do, once properly defined. Now, consider, inG◦G, the formal substitution Γ(eval)
[
Γ(δ) , [+]
]
, which
is the image of eval
[
δ, ([+], idC)
]
along the functor Γ ◦Γ : {C,C} ◦ {C,C} → G ◦G. Since M : {C,C} ◦ {C,C}
ought to be a functor overG, we have that S
(
Γ(eval)
[
Γ(δ) , [+]
])
should be the graph that eval
1
∗ δ has, which
is
The intuition for it was that we “bent” Γ(δ) into the U-turn that is the first connected component of Γ(eval).
A possible approach to a general definition of substitution of graphs into graphs is the following: given two
connected graphs N1, N2 in G, the graph S
(
N1[N2]
)
is the result of subjecting N2 to all the ramifications
and U-turns of N1; in so doing, one would have to substitute a copy of N2 in every directed path of N1.
This idea is not original, as it was suggested by Bruscoli, Guglielmi, Gundersen and Parigot [3] in private
communications to implement substitution of atomic flows [12], which are graphs extracted from certain
formal proofs in Deep Inference [11] and they look very much like a morphism in G.
How to put such an intuitive idea into a formal, working definition is the subject of current investigations,
and this task has already revealed itself as far from being trivial. Once that is done, the rest should follow
relatively easily, and we would expect that the correct compatibility law for horizontal and vertical compos-
ition sought in 3.4 will become apparent, once the substitution functor M above will be found as part of a
monoidal closed structure.
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